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Depending on one’s perspective, surface properties and processes can be ei-

ther a source of noise or the target of remote sensing observations of the Earth.

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR), a satellite-borne geodetic

method that is used to constrain deformation of the Earth’s surface, is one such

remote sensing technique that is impacted by dynamic surface states. In this dis-

sertation, I view surface processes from both the perspective of a noise source to

be mitigated in studies of ground deformation, and an independent measure of

surface dynamics. In particular, I quantify the impact of mid-time series forest

disturbance on InSAR estimates of secular and time variable ground displace-

ment, particularly in regions that experience a significant degree of clearcutting,

such as the American Pacific Northwest and Sumatra. I show how the contri-

bution of forest disturbance can introduce either random error or systematic

bias into time series estimation depending on satellite geometry, and propose

a method for mitigating the contribution of forest disturbance using a priori

knowledge of tree loss with independent, optically derived datasets. I then

turn my focus to the impact of soil moisture variability on InSAR phase. First,

I present a method to invert a dataset derived from a measure of InSAR data

quality, known as coherence, that separates different causes of data quality vari-

ation over time and in hyper-arid regions where little to no vegetation is present.

One product of this inversion is a relative soil moisture metric at each data point



in time, and I compare this metric with a variety of other remote sensing and

data assimilation soil moisture products over the southern Arabian Peninsula

following two extreme rain events in 2018. I find that the coherence-derived

metric agrees well with other datasets, but the timescale for which the moisture

signal is present after a rain event is significantly longer than other datasets,

suggesting that the coherence metric is sensitive to a different part of the soil

moisture signal. Finally, I shift focus and analyze the impact of soil moisture on

InSAR phase, with the goal of modeling and mitigating the increased amount

of phase scatter caused by soil moisture variability. This dissertation presents

important advances towards the collective aim to fully characterize how land

cover and ground characteristics contribute to InSAR phase.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Buckle up: This dissertation is about to take you on a SAR signal’s journey. But what is a
journey about, really? In this author’s opinion, it is about the scatterers you meet along the

way. So, even though SAR signals travel hundreds of kilometers through atmosphere thick and
thin, this work is about those crucial moments of interaction when the radar signal reaches the
earth: interactions with scatterers both wet and dry, both vegetated and barren, both vertically
and horizontally oriented, both constant and changing through time. And through all this, this

author asks: What is the contribution of these scatterers to InSAR phase?

1.1 Introduction

InSAR (Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar) is a powerful method used

to study changes on the earth’s surface. InSAR is increasingly used by earth

scientists for a diverse suite of applications, in large part due to its high spatial

resolution, rapidly growing catalog of imagery, and increasingly open data poli-

cies. InSAR is sensitive to deformation of the earth’s surface, the properties of

the ground surface, and the atmosphere through which the signal travels to and

from the radar platform. InSAR has been applied to a wide range of human-

induced and natural events with large societal and economic impacts, includ-

ing earthquake research, volcanology, hydrology, glaciology, geomorphology,

atmospheric sciences, and ecology (e.g., Sparks et al., 2012; González et al., 2015;

Hussain et al., 2016; Lindsey & Fialko, 2016; Xu et al., 2017; Barnhart et al., 2018;

Milillo et al., 2018).

This dissertation explores the effect of changing surface conditions on InSAR

data. In particular, I focus on the contribution of soil moisture changes to InSAR

phase and quality, and to a lesser extent on the impact of forest disturbance on

1



InSAR displacement time series. The motivation driving these studies is two-

fold: First, with the already large catalog of InSAR data and much more on the

horizon, regions with complicated and dynamic surface processes are now eas-

ier to study. Furthermore, the InSAR community has focused much of its energy

in the last few decades on mitigating the impact of atmospheric noise on InSAR

time series. Although the phase contribution from the atmosphere still poses a

major challenge to InSAR studies, longer time series with short temporal base-

lines in combination with atmospheric modeling has greatly reduced the impact

of atmospheric noise. Thus, even in areas that have always been viable targets

for InSAR, surface processes such as soil moisture are becoming a major source

of error in deformation time series. To mitigate these effects and produce well-

constrained estimates of ground deformation, it is crucial for the greater InSAR

community to have a comprehensive understanding of all phase contributions.

The second motivation driving this work is to provide useful information to

earth scientists studying land cover and ground surface properties. As a result

of characterizing the impact of soil moisture and tree loss on InSAR data, not

only can we help mitigate these effects on InSAR deformation time series but

we can also produce useful, high resolution information regarding land cover

change and soil moisture information. Although equally important, the degree

to which each of the two motivations directs and shapes the research in this

dissertation varies from chapter to chapter.

With the wealth of freely available SAR data and no shortage of observable

signals, the scientific community has only scratched the surface in our under-

standing of the contributions to InSAR phase. For example, recent work over

the last few years has uncovered a previously unnoticed “fading” signal that

is present in short temporal baseline SAR pairs (Gomba et al., 2021; Saporta et

2



al., 2021), which goes against the longstanding belief that only short temporal

baseline pairs should be used in InSAR deformation time series. In this disser-

tation, I take several approaches to help guide my research and to help address

similar gaps in our understanding of InSAR phase, by: 1) challenging common

assumptions made by the InSAR community, 2) integrating information from

other remote sensing datasets to help improve our understanding of the infor-

mation contained within InSAR phase, and 3) exploring innovative and novel

methods to use InSAR data.

Finally, one of the key scientific challenges reported in the 2019 decadal re-

port, Grand Challenges in Geodesy (Freymueller et al., 2019), is the importance

of “open data, open sourcing, and community processing”. Furthermore, much

of this dissertation aims to better equip scientists to apply InSAR to large-scale,

integrated, and automated applications. To address these challenges, I made

an effort to use freely available, cloud-based data and software when possible.

I found that Google Earth Engine (GEE) was the best platform to provide the

most flexibility and computational power. In the final chapter, I will discuss my

recommendations for bettering cloud-based and data-integrated spatial analy-

sis tools.

1.2 Thesis roadmap

The majority of Chapter 1 is dedicated to InSAR background and theory. I

describe how InSAR is different from real aperture radar, describe how inter-

ferograms are formed, discuss InSAR phase contributions, and briefly outline

time series inversion methods. Chapter 2 is a slightly augmented version of

3



Bürgi & Lohman (2020). It is a stand-alone chapter that explores the impact

of mid-time series DEM errors on InSAR estimation of secular and variable

displacement rates. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 explore the impact of soil moisture

on InSAR data. In chapter 3, I describe a methodology to assess the origin of

noise in InSAR data by separating it into three components: background noise,

noise associated with permanent changes of the ground surface, and noise asso-

ciated with temporary changes of the ground surface (i.e., soil moisture vari-

ability). Chapter 4 is an augmented version of Bürgi & Lohman (2021)[Ac-

cepted], in which we take the last “transient” component that contributes to

InSAR noise and use it as a metric to assess soil moisture conditions in the

southern Arabian Peninsula following two large rain events in 2018. We com-

pare this metric to that of 11 other soil moisture metrics derived from remote

sensing and data assimilation products. In Chapter 5, I perform an in depth

and comprehensive analysis of the soil moisture effects on InSAR polarimetric

phase, triplet phase closure, noise, and coherent phase bias. The methodol-

ogy described in Chapter 3 and the analysis contained within Chapter 5 will be

combined into one publication, and are in preparation for publication. Finally,

the code to perform the inversion described in Chapter 3 is available for use

at: https://github.com/paulaburgi/PyCorInv.git. The final chap-

ter includes some concluding thoughts and recommendations for future InSAR

methodology and noise-assessment studies.

1.3 InSAR background

In the following section, I describe the basic theory behind InSAR, contributions

to the SAR phase, and time series analysis. Further details regarding InSAR

4
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data and processing can be found in Massonnet & Feigl (1998); Bürgmann et al.

(2000); Rosen et al. (2000); Dzurisin & Lu (2007).

1.3.1 Context and Theory

Imaging Radar systems are two dimensional antennae that emit and record elec-

tromagnetic energy at microwave frequencies. From this, a 2D image of the il-

luminated region can be formed. Radar systems can be ground-based, airborne,

or aboard satellite platforms. For a typical satellite-mounted RAR (Real Aper-

ture Radar) platform, the resolution of the resulting image is on the order of

1-4 km/pixel. This spatial resolution is far too coarse for many applications,

and thus an increasing number of satellite and airborne systems are designed

as SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) systems (Figure 1.1, top). SAR platforms are

side-looking, and SAR images are created by synthetically combining multiple

radar images of the same region into a single image such that the final image

is equivalent to a theoretical image taken by an instrument with a much larger

aperture. This is accomplished through two processes known as range (across

track, Figure 1.1) and azimuth (along track, Figure 1.1) compression, the latter

of which distinguishes SAR from RAR imaging systems. Azimuth compres-

sion utilizes the information gleaned from using a side-looking platform and

the doppler shift of the backscattered signal, which occurs because of the satel-

lite motion (Figure 1.1, bottom).

There are two components of SAR data: amplitude and phase. The am-

plitude is the strength or brightness of the backscattered energy. The phase is

the point within a wave cycle at which the backscattered energy reaches the
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t1 t2 t3
Flight direction

Ground surface

Figure 1.1: (top) Schematic of SAR imaging geometry, from (Scott, 2017). A
SAR antenna emits a microwave signal, a portion of which is backscattered to-
ward the satellite and subsequently recorded. Currently, all SAR satellites are
polar-orbiting, and the direction of their flight path is called the “along track”
direction, or the azimuth. Perpendicular to this direction is the “across track” di-
rection, or the range. (bottom) Schematic illustrating how a point on the ground
surface (blue) is imaged multiple times as the satellite passes over. Using the
return time of the side-looking chirped signal and the doppler shift of each re-
turn, the location of this point can be determined for each instance at times t1,
t2, and t3.

antenna, and is related to the distance between the backscattering surface and

antenna. The wavelength (one wave cycle) of SAR data is typically one of three

bands: X-band (∼3 cm), C-band (∼6 cm), and L-band (∼24 cm). Due to the many

orders of magnitude difference between SAR wavelength and the distance be-

tween the backscattering surface and antenna (500-800 km for SAR satellite plat-

forms), on its own SAR phase is a meaningless and random number. With both
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the amplitude and phase components, SAR images are complex in nature, with

real and imaginary components. These images are called Single Look Complex

images, or SLCs.

To form an InSAR image, or interferogram, two SAR images must be aligned

and then “interfered” with each other. The two images must be collected by the

same or comparable instruments, and from nearly the same location in space.

Due to their complex nature, the phase of two SLCs cannot simply be differ-

enced to form an interferogram. Rather, interferograms are formed by multi-

plying one SLC by the complex conjugate of another:

I1,2 = S 1S ∗2 (1.1)

where I is the interferogram, containing both phase and amplitude informa-

tion, S 1 is the “primary” SLC image, and S 2 is the “secondary” SLC image. The

interferometric amplitude has no real physical meaning, and will not be dis-

cussed further. On the other hand, the interferometric phase contains informa-

tion about the time delay between the two SLC images. This includes the change

in antenna-to-ground surface distance between the two SLC acquisitions. The

phase of an interferogram is defined as:

dφ1,2 = tan−1(
Im(I1,2)

Real(I1,2)
) (1.2)

where dφ1,2 is the interferometric phase, Im(I1,2) is the imaginary component of

the interferogram and Real(I1,2) is the real component of the interferogram.

Finally, it is important to note that the interferometric phase is not an abso-
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lute difference between the two antenna-to-surface distances; due to the cyclical

nature of electromagnetic waves, the phase is “wrapped” such that an integer

number of cycles, N, is unknown, but a fraction of a 2π cycle is known, such

that: dφabsolute = 2Nπ+φ. This has two important implications. First, the interfer-

ometric phase is always relative. Thus, one region within an interferogram must

always be defined as equal to zero displacement, and the phase of all other re-

gions within the interferogram are calculated relative to the phase value at this

location. Second, InSAR data must go through the additional process of “un-

wrapping” to account for this 2N/π ambiguity (e.g., Goldstein et al., 1988; Chen

& Zebker, 2001). In the presence of incoherent noise, unwrapping is a difficult

and computationally intensive process that can sometimes introduce additional

unwrapping errors to the data. Because of this, I chose not to unwrap any data

used in this thesis, instead working only within small regions that have no 2π

phase jumps.

1.3.2 InSAR phase contributions

One component of InSAR phase is the change in antenna-to-ground surface dis-

tance, however, other factors also contribute to the interferometric phase. In this

section, I will describe the major contributions to phase. For each pixel within

an interferogram, we can write the interferometric phase as the following:

dφ1,2 = dφ1,2
de f + dφ1,2

atmos + dφ1,2
topo + dφ1,2

sur f prop + dφ1,2
orb + dφ1,2

sys (1.3)

where dφ1,2
de f is the phase due to line-of-sight (LOS) cumulative displacement

between times i and j, dφ1,2
atmos is the phase related to the atmospheric differences
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at times i and j, dφ1,2
topo is the phase due to DEM errors, dφ1,2

sur f prop is the phase due

to change in surface properties, dφ1,2
orb is the phase due to orbital errors, dφ1,2

sys is

the phase due to system noise or noise introduced by during data processing.

For many who work with InSAR data, dφ1,2
de f is of most interest. This phase

contribution is equal to:

dφ1,2
de f =

4π
λ

(d1 − d2) (1.4)

where lambda is the wavelength of the SAR data, and d1 and d2 are the antenna-

to-ground surface distances. Most SAR satellites have a look angle, θ (Figure 1.1,

top), between 15◦-40◦, and thus the LOS phase often captures a larger compo-

nent of vertical displacement than horizontal displacement. Using multiple look

angles, an estimate of the 3D displacement field can be estimated (Wright et al.,

2004). The difference between the phase of two images can be measured with

great accuracy, and therefore the ability of InSAR to resolve ground displace-

ments primarily depends on our ability to isolate and mitigate other contribu-

tions to InSAR phase. InSAR analysis also has an upper limit to the amount of

ground displacement that can be detected, and beyond which pixels appear ran-

dom due to the 2π wrapping ambiguity. This value is controlled by the amount

of strain (S ) within and between pixels, which varies depending on the wave-

length lambda and spatial resolution R of the SAR instrument (Massonnet &

Feigl, 1998):

S =
λ

2R
(1.5)

The phase delay related to dφ1,2
atmos is often the most or second most prevalent
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phase contribution to InSAR data, and is caused by the different atmospheric

properties at the time of each SAR image acquisition (Massonnet & Feigl, 1995).

Atmospheric phase contributions are mostly coherent, and can introduce phase

delays on the order of centimeters to meters. The ionosphere and the tropo-

sphere are the two atmospheric layers that most affect the time delay of the SAR

signal. The spatial wavelength of ionosphere-related phase delays are relatively

long (∼10s-100s of km), and their strength and frequency generally increase at

higher latitudes (Massonnet & Feigl, 1998). Water vapor, temperature, and pres-

sure within the troposphere impact the phase delay at the time of each SAR ac-

quisition, and these properties can either be stratified (and therefore correlated

with topography), or turbulent in nature (e.g., Bürgmann et al., 2000; Rosen et

al., 2000). Finding robust, accurate, and computationally efficient methods to

mitigate the impact of tropospheric delays in InSAR data is a primary and on-

going challenge within the InSAR community (e.g., H. A. Zebker et al., 1997;

Gray et al., 2000; Emardson et al., 2003; Doin et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2010; Jolivet

et al., 2014; Bekaert et al., 2015).

Interferograms include an elevation-dependent contribution to the interfer-

ometric phase, which is typically removed using a Digital Elevation Model

(DEM) and knowledge of the satellite observation positions (Bürgmann et al.,

2000). Any difference between the DEM height and the height of the scattering

phase center for the radar will result in a residual phase signal, referred to as a

“DEM error” (FIGURE). DEM errors are a coherent phase contribution, and can

be defined as:

dφ1,2
topo =

4πB1,2
p

λ S sin(θ)
dz (1.6)
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Figure 1.2: Illustration depicting the two components of repeat-pass baseline.
Baseline is the distance between the two observation locations (here, termed 1st
Pass and 2nd Pass). Although both components of baseline contribute to the
absolute phase of InSAR data, only the perpendicular baseline correlates with
the topography-dependent phase contribution.

Where B1,2
p is the perpendicular component of the satellite baseline between

the two SAR acquisitions (Figure 1.2), S is the slant range, θ is the look angle,

and dz is the DEM error. Differences between the DEM and phase scattering

height are due to a difference in the acquisition wavelength and/or data pro-

cessing techniques between the SAR system and DEM, and/or real change in

the scattering height, such as lava emplacement, open pit mining, or clearcut-

ting (Figure 1.3). In Chapter 2, I will explore in detail the impact of DEM errors

on InSAR data.

dφ1,2
sur f prop can be either coherent or random, and occurs when the surface

properties within a pixel change between two SAR acquisitions. dφ1,2
sur f prop is

a significant source of error, particularly in vegetated and mountainous regions.

Although this situation has improved with the advent of L-band satellites (e.g.,
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Land cover DEM InSAR phase

Clearcuts

Figure 1.3: Schematic depicting the interplay between land cover, the DEM used
to process the InSAR data, and the interferometric phase. Top row illustrates a
situation where no clearcutting occurs between the DEM acquisition and the
two SAR acquisitions. The bottom row illustrates the case where clearcutting
occurs between the DEM acquisition and the two SAR acquisitions. In this sit-
uation, the dissonance between the scattering surface at the time of the SAR
acquisitions (i.e., no trees) and the at the time of the DEM acquisition (i.e., trees
present) in the region labeled “clearcuts” causes an additional phase contribu-
tion in the final interferometric phase.

Figure 1.4: Sample interferogram spanning 46 days using L-Band data in north-
west Oregon. Rectangular regions are DEM errors caused by a change in the av-
erage scattering height of the SAR signal and due to clearcutting that occurred
between the DEM acquisition and the first SAR image acquisition.
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ALOS-1, ALOS-2, and the upcoming NISAR mission), and C-band satellites

with shorter repeat intervals (6-12 days for Sentinel-1a/b), signal degradation

due to random noise is still apparent. Contributing factors include surface

roughness, volumetric decorrelation, change in surface and shallow subsurface

moisture content, and processes that cause a permanent change in the scatterers

within a given pixel, such as erosion, deposition, and agricultural activity (Ro-

driguez & Martin, 1992; H. Zebker & Villasenor, 1992; Treuhaft & Cloude, 1999;

Wei & Sandwell, 2010; Ahmed et al., 2011). In Chapters 3 and 4, I will explore

methods to isolate the effect of soil moisture from other random noise sources,

and compare these results to other remotely sensed soil moisture estimates.

Orbital errors are due to our imperfect knowledge of the satellite posi-

tion, and cause coherent, spatially long wavelength signals (Massonnet & Feigl,

1998). These signals can be modelled and removed, although any residual phase

due to orbital error may still affect efforts to resolve small signals over a large

spatial distance (Fattahi & Amelung, 2014).

System and processing noise include thermal noise, quantization noise, and

SAR image formation compression ambiguity. This phase is difficult to model

and contributes to random noise within InSAR data (Rosen et al., 2000).

1.3.3 Measuring and filtering random noise in InSAR data

The amount of random noise in an interferogram largely depends on the prop-

erties and location of the imaged region. In general, interferograms formed in

regions with gentle topography and little to no vegetation are highly coherent.

Steep topography can exacerbate volumetric decorrelation, and pixels can be-
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(~0.9)

Medium coherence 
(~0.5)

Low coherence 
(~0.2)

 

 

 

Figure 1.5: Sample interferogram showing regions with different levels of co-
herence. Regions with coherence values closer to 1 have high coherence and
less random noise, whereas regions closer to 0 have low coherence and more
random noise. The interferogram is a 46-day ALOS-1 pair in northwest Oregon.

come severely skewed as they are translated from radar to geographic coordi-

nates. Vegetation can cause volumetric decorrelation, and the dynamic nature

of plants in both agricultural and natural environments change the distribution

and location of scatterers within a pixel.

Coherence is the most commonly used metric to quantify noise in InSAR

data. Coherence is a measure of the similarity of a group of adjacent pixels, and

varies between 0 and 1 (Figure 1.5, top). Higher values of coherence indicate

more coherent data that contains a smaller amount of random noise than lower

values. At a value of around 0.25, coherence is statistically random, and any

value smaller than 0.25 is also random. Coherence will be defined quantitatively

and discussed in great detail in Chapter 3.

InSAR data can be spatially filtered to create a separate product that contains

less noise. Both low-pass and high-pass filtering techniques are used to mitigate
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random and coherent noise, respectively. Another method to improve the co-

herence of InSAR data is downlooking. Downlooking is a simple average over

N and M number of pixels in the range and azimuth directions, respectively.

Spatial filtering and downlooking are useful techniques for almost all applica-

tions of InSAR. However, careful attention should be paid to the degree of fil-

tering and downlooking applied to InSAR data, as well as the interpretation of

a final single interferogram or interferometric time series. Filtering and down-

looking can introduce artificial, smoothly varying signals that are not related to

ground displacement, and any study that explores the statistical properties of

SAR scatter can only be done on unfiltered and full resolution data.

1.3.4 Time series analysis and Inverse Methods

Time series analysis allows scientists to take a series of InSAR data and assess

time-dependent behavior and reduce noise. This is achieved through the appli-

cation of inverse methods, of which the basic formulation is:

d = Gm (1.7)

Where d is a data vector, G is a design matrix that contains the relationship

between the data and the model, and m is the model vector. This formulation

can be used to estimate the parameters in a model vector, m. In this thesis,

this includes the average velocity over the time period spanned by the data

and the average velocity between each time interval between SAR acquisitions.

The same basic formulation is used to estimate the contributions to the random

noise, or coherence, of a series of SAR data. To solve for the parameter(s) in m,
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use the least squares solution (e.g., Menke, 2012):

m = (GTG)−1GT d (1.8)

Chapters 2 and 3 contain more detail concerning the specific formulation of

the time series approaches used in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

THE IMPACT OF FOREST DISTURBANCE ON INSAR SURFACE

DISPLACEMENT TIME SERIES

2.1 Abstract

As interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) data improve in their global

coverage and temporal sampling, studies of ground deformation using InSAR

are becoming feasible even in heavily-vegetated regions such as the American

Pacific Northwest (PNW) and Sumatra. However, ongoing forest disturbance

due to logging, wildfires, or disease can introduce time-variable signals which

could be misinterpreted as ground displacements. This study constrains the

error introduced into InSAR time series in the presence of time-variable forest

disturbance using synthetic data. For satellite platforms with randomly dis-

tributed orbital positions in time (e.g., Sentinel-1), mid-time series forest distur-

bance results in random error on the order of 0.2 cm/yr and 10 cm/yr for 1-year

secular and time-variable velocities, respectively. If the orbital positions are not

randomly distributed in time (e.g., ALOS-1), a biased error on the order of 10

cm/yr is introduced to the inferred secular velocity. A time series using real

ALOS-1 data near Eugene, Oregon shows agreement with the bias estimated by

synthetic models. Mitigation of time-variable land cover change effects can be

achieved if their timing is known, either through independent observations of

surface properties (e.g., Landsat/Sentinel-2), or through the use of more com-

putationally expensive, non-linear inversions with additional terms for the tim-

ing of height changes. Inclusion of these additional terms reduces the potential

for misinterpretation of InSAR signals associated with land surface change as
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ground deformation.

2.2 Introduction

Free and open access to reliable interferometric synthetic aperture radar (In-

SAR) datasets has dramatically improved in recent years, particularly with

the advent of the European Space Agency’s Copernicus programme (De Zan

& Monti Guarnieri, 2006; Sentinel-1 User Handbook, 2013) and the upcoming

NASA/ISRO SAR (NISAR) mission (Rosen et al., 2015). These new time se-

ries, with their frequent observations and greater spatial coverage, facilitate

study of a wide range of solid earth processes, including ground displace-

ments associated with volcanic systems (Sparks et al., 2012; Lu & Dzurisin,

2014; González et al., 2015), fault zone processes (Hussain et al., 2016; Lind-

sey & Fialko, 2016; Barnhart et al., 2018), and anthropogenic activity (Xu et al.,

2017; Milillo et al., 2018), even in areas with ground cover properties, such as

heavy vegetation, mountainous terrain, and soil moisture changes, that previ-

ously presented major challenges to the use of InSAR (S. K. Ebmeier et al., 2013).

However, InSAR observations are also impacted by signals that are unrelated to

deformation and could be misinterpreted as displacements. These signals in-

clude delays to the interferometric phase from changes in tropospheric or iono-

spheric properties (H. A. Zebker et al., 1997; Emardson et al., 2003; Liang et al.,

2019), and variations in soil moisture (Nolan et al., 2003; Hajnsek & Prats, 2008;

Zwieback et al., 2015; Gruber et al., 2016). Additionally, ongoing land cover

change, where the SAR time series spans a change from one land use type (e.g.,

forested, non-forested, agricultural, urban, mining, etc.) to another, can impact

the height of the surface or volume that the radar signal interacts with (Prush &
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Lohman, 2014, 2015) and introduce InSAR phase delays. This study focuses on

the impact of forest disturbance, particularly the change from forested to non-

forested terrain due to logging, wildfires, and invasive species epidemics (Prush

& Lohman, 2014). Spurious signals due to forest disturbance can be misinter-

preted as ground displacements within individual interferograms and will add

noise to the InSAR time series.

Measuring ground displacements in heavily vegetated regions was challeng-

ing in the early years of InSAR, due to long temporal and spatial separations be-

tween observations; both result in signal degradation due to volumetric decor-

relation and the dynamic nature of forest environments (Rodriguez & Martin,

1992; R. Treuhaft & Cloude, 1999; Ahmed et al., 2011). This situation improved

with the advent of C-band satellites with shorter repeat intervals (6-12 days for

Sentinel-1a/b), and the availability of data from satellites operating at L-band

(e.g., ALOS-1, ALOS-2, and the upcoming NISAR mission). Here, we examine

the impact that forest disturbances during the time series acquisition period will

have on data from these modern, high-quality SAR datasets.

While the effect of forest disturbance on InSAR time series can be observed

globally, this study focuses on the American Pacific Northwest (PNW, purple

box in 2.1(a), inset). The PNW experiences significant and ongoing surface

change associated with deforestation; over 30% of the land area underwent veg-

etation loss between 2000-2018 (Fig. 2.1) (Friedl et al., 2010; Hansen et al., 2013;

Oregon DOGAMI Lidar DEM, 2018; Landsat-7 Imagery, 2011). The PNW is also

the site of deformation associated with a wide variety of processes, including

landslides, upper crustal seismicity, volcanism, and anthropogenic activity such

as ground water withdrawal. InSAR observations have already been shown to
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Figure 2.1: (a) Landsat-7 composite optical imagery from 2011 (Landsat-7 Im-
agery, 2011) reveals the extensive and ongoing deforestation in southwest Ore-
gon. (b) Year of tree loss (Hansen et al., 2013) for the same region shown in
(a). Grey regions in (b) did not experience tree loss between 2001-2018. White
boxes in (a), (b) indicate the region shown in (c), (d). (c) Interferometric phase
for a Sentinel-1 interferogram spanning 08.10.2018 - 08.22.2018, with a baseline
of 107 m. (d) Tree height in 2015 (Oregon DOGAMI Lidar DEM, 2018). The high
spatial correlation between interferometric phase and tree height is illustrated
by (c) and (d). Inconsistencies between (c) and (d) are mainly due to the differ-
ent acquisition periods of the InSAR and Lidar-derived tree height data.
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provide valuable constraints on these processes (Karlin et al., 2004; McCaffrey

et al., 2007; Dzurisin et al., 2009; Roering et al., 2009; Semple et al., 2017), but

could potentially allow examination of even smaller rates and displacements if

the impact of forest disturbance can be mitigated.

Forest disturbance particularly affects efforts to use InSAR to constrain de-

formation signals related to landslides (Falorni et al., 2005). Landslides often

have spatial scales (∼0.1-2 km2) and patterns (following ridges or valleys) that

are similar to those of processes that result in the destruction of forests, such as

clearcutting or wildfires. Furthermore, areas that undergo rapid vegetation loss

are more prone to landslides (Glade, 2003). Landslides are sometimes preceded

by temporally non-linear, cm-scale creep (Tong & Schmidt, 2016; Handwerger

et al., 2019), which may allow for some degree of warning or mitigation, if the

challenges associated with steep terrain and ongoing land cover change can be

addressed.

In this paper, we quantify the error introduced into estimations of surface

deformation by mid-time series forest disturbance. We generate synthetic tests

based on realistic SAR orbital geometries, assessing the impact of deforestation

at different times during the time series. We test two types of SAR observation

histories that are analogous to the Sentinel-1 and ALOS-1 missions, respectively.

We also show an example of this error using ALOS-1 data near Eugene, Oregon,

and demonstrate that including a time-dependent component can eliminate the

error introduced into the velocity term. This requires either a priori knowledge

of the location and timing of land cover change, or more computationally ex-

pensive non-linear methods for identifying such changes. The expense of these

approaches scales with the number of interferograms used for time series gen-
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eration.

2.2.1 The Effect of Land Cover Change on InSAR Data

SAR interferograms include an elevation-dependent contribution to the inter-

ferometric phase, with a magnitude that scales linearly with the component of

the distance between the two observation locations that is perpendicular to the

line-of-sight, called the baseline. The elevation-dependent phase contribution is

typically removed using a model based on a DEM and knowledge of the satellite

positions (Bürgmann et al., 2000). In forested regions, the radar interacts with

scatterers throughout the canopy, understory, and ground surface, resulting in

an average “scattering phase center height” that varies with radar wavelength

as well as tree height, species, and spacing (Dobson et al., 1992; R. Treuhaft &

Cloude, 1999; R. Treuhaft & Siqueira, 2000; R. N. Treuhaft et al., 2004; Wei &

Sandwell, 2010). Any difference between the ground surface and the radar scat-

tering phase center height will result in a residual phase signal, just as would

occur with any error in the DEM in unforested terrain (R. Treuhaft et al., 2000;

Fournier et al., 2010; S. Ebmeier et al., 2012; Prush & Lohman, 2015). In forested

regions, DEM errors can occur either when the scattering phase center height

relevant to the radar differs from that of the DEM, or if the tree heights change

between the time of DEM acquisition and the SAR time series.

DEMs are available spanning a wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum,

from optical (e.g., ASTER GDEM, Tachikawa et al. (2011)), to radar (C- and X-

band Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM), Farr et al. (2007)), and with a

range of temporal samplings from one-time (SRTM) to monthly (ASTER DEM
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V003, ASTER DEM V003 (2018)). Please see Appendix A for a comparison of

the available DEMs. In this study, we remove the impact of topography with

a bare-earth Lidar-based DEM (Oregon DOGAMI Lidar DEM, 2018), which are

becoming available over an increasingly large area through databases such as

OpenTopography and the National Elevation Database (Gesch et al., 2002; Kr-

ishnan et al., 2011). Our use of a bare-earth DEM results in the presence of

tree-height-related DEM errors in forested regions, and no tree-height-related

DEM errors in unvegetated or recently logged regions. This simplifies the inter-

pretation of any inferred DEM error as the “true” phase scattering center height

(Fig. 2.2); the same magnitude of errors will result during use of any DEM when

logging occurs after the time of DEM generation.

Efforts to mitigate the impact of DEM errors on InSAR time series often in-

volve the inclusion of a baseline-dependent term in the time series analysis,

under the assumption that any DEM errors are constant for the entirety of the

time series (Berardino et al., 2002; Samsonov, 2010; Agram et al., 2013; Fattahi

& Amelung, 2013). However, modern InSAR observations that span multiple

years may contain one or more forest clearing events that dramatically change

the phase scattering height, and events introduced during the SAR observation

period will not be well-characterized by a single baseline-dependent parameter

(Fig. 2.2).

2.3 Time Series Formulation and Inversion

We examine how the use of the incorrect underlying model (i.e., the assumption

that any DEM errors are constant in time) affects the resulting inversions for
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Figure 2.2: Impact of forest disturbance on InSAR phase. Left column: Four
different scenarios, where forest disturbance (black arrows) occurs before (a),
within (b) & (c), or after (d) the time series. SAR images (circles) are colored
by acquisition date, and interferograms are represented by curved lines be-
tween circles. When a bare-earth DEM is used for InSAR processing, closed
circles/dashed curves indicate dates/interferograms that include a DEM error
due to the presence of trees, and open circles/solid curves indicate data after the
forest clearing event (i.e., no DEM error or associated phase delay). Note that
interferograms that span the date of forest disturbance will be incoherent and
are therefore omitted. Middle column: Time (mean date for each interferogram
pair) vs. baseline, showing baseline-dependent phase delays before, and no
phase delay after, forest disturbance events. Right column: Baseline vs. phase,
with the best-fit relationship (solid line) that would result from the assumption
of a constant DEM error.

ground displacement. To illustrate the effect of time-dependent DEM errors,

we carry out a series of synthetic tests with differing orbital geometries, date

connectivity, duration of time series, and timing of forest disturbance. We then

examine the results of inversions for a constant DEM error term, combined with

either a constant or time-variable velocity.

The contributions to the total unwrapped phase (dφi, j) at a pixel for an inter-

ferogram between the two images acquired at times ti and t j include:
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dφi, j = dφi, j
de f + dφi, j

atmos + dφi, j
noise + dφi, j

dem (2.1)

Where dφi, j
de f is displacement that occurred between times ti and t j projected

into the satellite line-of-sight (LOS), dφi, j
atmos is atmospheric delay, and dφi, j

noise is

random noise. dφi, j
dem is the phase due to DEM error (Massonnet & Feigl, 1998):

dφi, j
dem =

4πBi, j
p

λS sin(θ)
dz (2.2)

where λ is the radar wavelength, S is the slant range, θ is the look angle,

Bi, j
p is the perpendicular component of the satellite baseline between the ith and

jth acquisition, and dz is the difference between the DEM and phase scattering

height of the radar.

For the simpler scenario, where we are only interested in the average secular

displacement rate, we use a linear least squares approach to solve for the aver-

age velocity and DEM error given N sequential interferograms spanning N + 1

dates. In the simplest scenario, the time history of deformation can be recon-

structed through the cumulative sum of all interferograms leading up to each

date, and then by inversion for the best-fit slope (average displacement rate), in-

tercept, and DEM error term. However, the logging event introduces complete

decorrelation during the time interval that spans it, separating our set of inter-

ferograms into two disconnected timespans on either side. We address this by

including a noise term for each date in our list of model parameters (making the

problem underdetermined) and then including a regularization term that con-

strains the noise on each date to be close to zero. This is equivalent to solving

for a single slope and two intercepts for the disconnected time series, but does
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not require any foreknowledge of the timing of the event, or assumptions about

the deformation that occurs within that time interval. Our resulting problem is:

Gm = dφ (2.3)

where G = [G1 G2], G1 is a N × (N + 1) design matrix relating each interfer-

ogram to each pair of dates, with 1 and -1 values corresponding to the first and

second date used in each pair, G2 is a N × 2 design matrix where G2(k, 1) = dtk,

and G2(k, 2) =
4πBk

p

λS sin(θ) , ∀k = 1, ...,N, where dtk is the time difference t j − ti between

the dates involved in the kth interferogram, and Bk
p = Bi, j

p . m is the (N + 1 + 2) × 1

model vector containing the inferred noise on each date, average velocity (Vavg),

and estimated DEM error (dzest). dφ is the N × 1 data vector containing the total

phase dφi, j for all N interferograms at one pixel. In practice, we remove any in-

terferometric pair that spans a major change in land surface properties (such as

logging), resulting in a smaller number of interferograms for our synthetic tests.

As stated above, we regularize this underdetermined set of equations by aug-

menting G (dimensions N × (N + 3)) with rows that damp the data noise values,

i.e. a weighted identity matrix, ω with dimensions (N + 1) × (N + 1), and a zero

matrix with dimensions (N+1)×2. Throughout this study, the regularization pa-

rameter used to weight ω is fixed at 10−4. Inversions were relatively insensitive

to the choice of weighting parameter below this threshold value - much larger

values have the effect of requiring that the non-secular component on each date

(due to noise, contribution from soil moisture, etc.) approach zero. The result-

ing augmented matrix is Ga = [Gω, z], with dimensions (2N + 1) × (N + 3). This

system has the least-squares solution:
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m∗ = G−gdφ, with G−g = (GaTGa)−1GT (2.4)

where m∗ is the inferred model vector. This time series formulation assumes

that the DEM error is a static quantity that does not change over the course of

data acquisition. This assumption would be valid for DEM errors associated

with tree cover (e.g., use of a bare-earth DEM or a DEM obtained using a differ-

ent wavelength) as long as there is no change during the time series [Fig. 2.2(a),

(d)]. The linear relationship between DEM error and phase allows separation

of the DEM error term from the velocity term to the extent possible given the

number of dates, temporal distribution of baselines, and the magnitude of the

noise term, dφi, j
noise. However, if forest disturbance occurs in the middle of the

time series [Fig. 2.2(b)-(c)], interferograms formed from data after the date of

disturbance will have a different baseline-phase relationship than that of earlier

pairs. The relationship between baseline and phase can no longer be described

by just one parameter, and doing so results in an estimate of DEM error that

generally falls between 0 < dzest < dz, and also introduces error into Vavg.

The above formulation is equivalent to the introduction of a second design

matrix, Gvar that includes the timing of a forest disturbance event at time tclear.

For this scenario where a bare-earth DEM is simulated (i.e., no trees results in

null DEM error), then ∀k s.t. tk > tclear, Gvar(k, 2) = 0. The “true” data, in this case,

are described by:

Gvarm = dφ (2.5)

Neglect of the time-variable DEM error results in the incorrect inferred
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model, m∗inc, which can be formulated by substituting dφ in Eq. (2.4) with Eq.

(2.5):

m∗inc = G−gGvarm (2.6)

We use this formula below in the generation of synthetic tests. We can also

extend this analysis to inversions for time-variable ground displacement sig-

nals. Here, we invert for the average velocity within each time interval, rather

than the average velocity over the entire time series. This results in modifica-

tions to G and m used in Eq. (2.3), with m now a (N + 1) × 1 matrix contain-

ing the N velocity terms and one DEM error term, and G being a N × (N + 1)

matrix (i.e., a poorly-posed inversion) with the first N columns containing the

relationship between the interferograms and time intervals and the last column

defined as above. As in the constant velocity case, we remove interferometric

pairs that span tree-clearing events, resulting in an even more poorly-posed in-

version. We regularize the inversion by adding a term that penalizes models

with larger temporal variability, augmenting G with an N × N matrix L, which

contains the finite difference approximation of the Laplacian operator (Du et al.,

1992; Menke, 2012), with a varying degree of weight applied through a constant-

valued weighting term, λ. This results in the augmented matrix Ga = [G Lλ, z],

with dimensions (2N) × (N + 1), and zero matrix z with dimensions N × 1.

Below, we examine the dependence of these models and their errors on the

timing of forest disturbance and on the characteristics of the satellite-based ob-

serving system (length of time series, orbital geometry, etc.).
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2.4 Synthetic tests

2.4.1 Synthetic Test Formulation

We generate synthetic data, dφ, using Eq. (2.5) for predetermined baseline dis-

tributions and for the full range of potential forest disturbance times, tclear. Our

goal is to isolate the impact of the time-variable DEM errors, so we initially add

no noise or deformation in the synthetic data, (dφde f = dφatmos = dφnoise = 0).

These assumptions are discussed in further detail in Section 2.4.4. The only

remaining contribution to the phase is dφdem, which is nonzero for the inter-

ferograms spanning times before tclear. We do not include any interferograms

that span tclear because forest disturbance would result in complete decorrelation

within any such interferograms. We repeat this exercise for all N − 1 potential

tree-clearing events that could occur between the N available SAR images. Be-

cause of our removal of the interferograms that span tclear, the first and last time

intervals are equivalent to the trees being present during none of and during

the entire time series, respectively.

For a given baseline distribution and for each tclear, we invert dφ for m∗inc and

examine the resulting values of Vavg and dzest. Because the only contribution to

dφ is dφdem, any deviation of Vavg from zero is related to the incorrect mapping of

dφdem into Vavg. Throughout this study, we define the true DEM error dz as 30m,

which is the typical height of Douglas Fir trees in the PNW (Oregon DOGAMI Li-

dar DEM, 2018). This height is slightly larger than the globally averaged height

(20-25m, Lefsky (2010)), but is similar to the height of trees in other areas cur-

rently undergoing significant deforestation, such as regions in southeast Asia

and Australia.
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In addition to the date of forest disturbance, estimates of Vavg and dzest

are highly dependent on orbital geometry. Orbital geometries with large,

temporally-correlated baselines [such as ALOS-1, Fig. 2.3(a)] result in very dif-

ferent errors and correlations between Vavg and dzest than do orbital geometries

with small, temporally uncorrelated baselines [such as Sentinel-1, Fig. 2.3(b)].

We examine both scenarios below. While future missions are more likely to be

similar to the Sentinel-1 model, we still find it important to consider the ALOS-1

scenario. ALOS-1 was the first mission with widely-available L-band data, and

researchers are likely to continue using its observations to study land surface

properties and events during the 2006-2011 time interval for the foreseeable fu-

ture (Tong et al., 2018). Future missions may also experience partial instrument

control failures that could result in satellite orbital drift and temporally corre-

lated baselines.

2.4.2 Synthetic Tests: Small, Temporally Uncorrelated Baseline

Sentinel-1 and the upcoming NISAR mission have similar orbital geometry con-

figurations, with constraints on the repeatability of the orbits to within a few

hundred meters (Sentinel-1 User Handbook, 2013; Sweetser et al., 2014). Because

the dependence of the inferred model parameters on the baseline distribution

is nonlinear, we employ a Monte Carlo-style approach to capture baseline vari-

ability. We generate 10,000 baseline geometries sampled from a Gaussian distri-

bution, N(0, 70m). For each baseline geometry, we generate data using Eq. (2.5)

for each of the N − 1 possible values tclear. We use “sequential” interferograms

such that the SAR dates used to generate an interferogram are adjacent in time,

and we discard pairs that span tclear, as described above. The repeat interval is
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Figure 2.3: Example baseline distributions for: (a) ALOS-1 data (path 222, frame
870) and (b) synthetic, Sentinel-1a/b analogue data. In both (a) and (b), vertical
axes on the left are at the same scale to emphasize the magnitude difference
between ALOS-1 and Sentinel-1 baselines. The same baseline data in (b) are
shown in grey and scaled according to the right axis for comparison.

12 days (a realistic temporal sampling for future satellites), and the duration of

the full simulated time series is prescribed before each test and ranges from <1

year to 5 years.

Under the assumption of constant dz in Eq. (2.6), forest clearing during this

scenario introduces a random error with an expected value of zero into esti-

mates of Vavg and a random error with a systematic bias into estimates of dzest.

As discussed above, forest clearing events that occur entirely before or after

the set of usable interferograms result in no error of the estimate of Vavg or dzest
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because the assumption that dz is constant throughout the time series is, then,

correct [Fig. 2.4(b), first and last points]. The largest errors in estimated Vavg

arise when a forest clearing event occurs half way through the time series, and

decreases in magnitude when clearing occurs toward the beginning or end of

the time series.

The impact of forest clearing events on inferred velocity also depends on

time series continuity and duration. Fig. 2.4(b) illustrates a connectivity sce-

nario where all sequential interferogram pairs, except the pair that spans the

forest clearing event, are coherent and can be used in the interferograms. Gaps

in the time series will generally result in larger error bounds, and these error

bounds are comparable to a time series of shorter duration. The magnitude of

the error introduced to the estimated average velocity decreases as the time se-

ries duration increases [Fig. 2.4(c), bottom axis] due to the larger number of

randomly distributed baselines [Fig. 2.4(c), top axis].

Transient Signals

The previous section focused on the impact of mid-time series DEM errors on

the inferred average velocity, which was found to be approximately 0.2 cm/yr

for a 1-year time series with a DEM error of 30m. Here, we examine the impact

on inversions for time-variable ground displacement signals. To investigate the

impact of forest clearing on transient signals, we carry out synthetic tests sim-

ilar to those formulated in Section 2.4.1. We generate a transient signal with a

boxcar function in the middle third of the dataset (Fig. 2.5), as an analogue for

the seasonal creep signals that are often observed in the PNW and could be pre-

cursors to larger landslide events (Intrieri et al., 2018). We then vary the timing
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Figure 2.4: Synthetic tests illustrating the error introduced into time series for
Sentinel-like baseline geometries. (a) A baseline plot used in one synthetic test
realization, the results of which are shown as dashed lines in (b). (b) Inferred av-
erage velocity and DEM error (grey and green circles) and 1σ error bounds (grey
and green shaded area) for scenarios where a 30m DEM error (green dashed
line) is “removed” due to forest disturbance on a given date (x-axis) for a one-
year time series. (c) Magnitude of 1σ error bounds on inferred average velocity
vs. time series duration for the cases when tclear occurs within the time series.
The equivalent number of interferograms used for each time series assuming a
12-day repeat interval is indicated on the top axis. Red arrow in (b) indicates
the location and magnitude of the largest error (0.2 cm/yr), and this magnitude
is plotted as a red point in (c) corresponding to the 1-year time series duration.
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Figure 2.5: ]
Synthetic tests given a transient deformation signal for Sentinel-like baseline

geometries. (a)-(d) Inferred signal and 1σ error bounds (blue and purple
lines/shaded areas) vs. time, for four different dates of forest disturbance

(indicated by vertical dashed lines). Blue and purple represent synthetic tests
using two different values of smoothing, λ. Thick gray line is the “true”

deformation signal.

of forest disturbance (dashed lines in Fig. 2.5) and examine the impact on the

inferred time series for two different values of the smoothing weight, λ.

The impact of mid-time series forest disturbance on inferred transient behav-

ior depends on the timing of disturbance, as in the constant-rate examples. The
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errors on inferred velocity at times near the clearing event are always largest,

but the errors occurring at times further from the clearing event can also be

large depending on when tclear occurs. As in any regularized inversion, smooth-

ing reduces the impact of these errors, at the expense of temporal resolution

(i.e., ability to infer the onset or end of the event). The dramatically larger er-

rors associated with time periods near tclear, which is also the time period with

elevated susceptibility to erosion and landslides, suggests that inversions that

include a time-variable DEM term that can capture the onset of a height change

are vital in monitoring efforts (see Section 2.4.5 and 2.5).

2.4.3 Synthetic Tests: Large, Temporally Correlated Baseline

ALOS-1 (2006-2011) observations were made with controls on the repeatability

of the orbital track on the order of 4000 m (Iwata & Shimada, 2009), signifi-

cantly larger than the orbital constraints for Sentinel-1, used in our examples

above. The much larger baselines possible for ALOS-1 interferograms results

in a correspondingly much larger potential impact from DEM errors. Due to

the orbital correction that occurred in 2008 (Someya et al., 2010), ALOS-1 base-

line histories resemble a sawtooth-like pattern with a high degree of temporal

correlation [Fig. 2.3(a), points], with the majority of the baselines for coherent,

shorter-timespan interferograms [Fig. 2.3(a), lines] being positive. This tempo-

ral correlation makes it more difficult to deconvolve DEM errors and deforma-

tion history in ALOS-1 time series, with the potential result of mapping DEM

errors into estimates of velocity (Samsonov, 2010; Fattahi & Amelung, 2013).

For this dramatically different style of orbital geometry, we do not sample
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baselines from a synthetically-generated distribution, but rather use existing

ALOS-1 orbital geometries from the PNW. Within the PNW, we use all ALOS-1

frames that contain 15 or more dates, totalling 89 orbital geometry histories. In

the same manner as in Section 2.4.2, we generate synthetic data for dz = 30m and

for each possible interval between SAR observations. However, the choice of

interferometric pairs is prescribed by temporal and spatial baseline constraints,

rather than sequentially. For this study, we enforce interferometric time inter-

vals of less than or equal to 138 days (i.e., we only allow interferograms that

skip two ALOS-1 images, which are acquired every 46 days), and a baseline of

less than 1 km. We do not test different time series durations, since ALOS-1 data

was limited to the 2006-2011 time interval.

For these scenarios, we find that mid-time series height changes introduce

a bias into average velocity estimations of between -2 to 10 cm/yr [Fig. 2.6(b)].

The inferred DEM error, dzest, generally varies from dzest = 0m to an overes-

timated value of dzest = 40m as the time of forest disturbance varies from the

beginning to the end of the time series [Fig. 2.6(c)]. However, the “sawtooth”

shape of the baseline curve results in different slopes for the dependence of dzest

on timing for data before or after the 2008 orbital adjustment.

2.4.4 Comparison to the Magnitude of Other Noise Sources

In real scenarios, other noise sources, such as decorrelation and delays intro-

duced along the radar propagation path from variations in tropospheric or iono-

spheric properties (H. Zebker & Villasenor, 1992), result in random contribu-

tions to the interferometric phase. These errors also reduce the achievable pre-
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Figure 2.6: Synthetic tests illustrating the bias introduced into time series for
ALOS-1 baseline geometries. (a) Histogram showing the distribution of mean
baseline values for the 89 real ALOS-1 baseline geometries used. (b) & (c) For
forest disturbance on a given date (x-axis), grey lines show the inferred secular
velocity (b) and green lines show the inferred DEM error (c). The black lines
(a)-(c) are the results for the baseline distribution shown in Fig. 3(a). Red line
indicates the mean error (bias) averaged over all 89 baseline geometries.

cision of InSAR time series analysis, to a degree that depends on the magnitude

and the spatial scale of the signal of interest (Emardson et al., 2003).

Decorrelation noise is higher in forested regions compared to non-forested

regions (Ahmed et al., 2011), which can be seen in Fig. 2.1(c), implying that in-

terferograms formed after a clearcutting event tend to be more coherent than in-

terferograms formed before a clearcutting event. Therefore, decorrelation noise
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is temporally nonstationary in regions that are clearcut during the acquisition

period. This can be observed in Fig. 2.7(d)-(f), where error bars before the clear-

ing event are, on average, larger than those after the clearing event. For exam-

ple, the error bars prior to the clearing event are consistently on the order of 2π,

however the error bars for several of the dates after the clearing event are on the

order of 0.5π-1π. Error bars greater than 0.5π-1π after the clearing event could

be due to other sources of decorrelation, such as large baselines or soil moisture

variability.

Emardson et al. (2003) find that strain across spatial apertures similar to the

spatial scale of landslides (typically no more than 5 km in one dimension) would

result in a minimum detectability of ∼5 mm/yr for a 1-year time series at a

12-day repeat interval, assuming only errors from the neutral atmosphere (i.e.,

no contribution from elevation-dependent errors or decorrelation). Finnegan

et al., (Finnegan et al., 2008) analyzed ERS and Radarsat-1 data around Seat-

tle, WA, and found a repeatability between overlapping tracks (differences pri-

marily due to decorrelation and atmospheric delays) with a standard deviation

of 0.5 mm/yr when averaged over the entire overlapping region between two

frames (∼50 km x 100 km in extent). These uncertainties do not include errors

introduced by forest clearing events, but are comparable to the errors we sug-

gest are possible in the presence of forest clearing events [Fig. 2.4(b)].

We also examine the potential impact of tree growth during a time series.

In the PNW, Douglas fir trees make up approximately 80% of forests west of

the Cascades (Forest Types Map, 2019), and grow at a rate of 0.6-1.0 meters per

year (Curtis et al., 1974). We find that the increase in the error bounds on in-

ferred velocity from baseline-dependent errors due to tree growth are around
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0.16 mm/yr, or far smaller than the other sources of error examined here.

2.4.5 Augmentation of Inversions for Timing of Deforestation

As we showed above, neglect of mid-time series deforestation can increase the

error on velocity estimates in inversions for a constant DEM error and either

constant or time-variable velocities. However, the effect of mid-time series de-

forestation can be accounted for, either through a priori knowledge of the timing

of land cover changes, or inclusion of an additional, nonlinear term in the in-

version. Currently, globally available forest disturbance datasets created using

optical remote sensing data (Goward et al., 2008; Hansen et al., 2013) are avail-

able, and progress is underway to create similar datasets using SAR data (e.g.,

Watanabe et al., 2018; Reiche et al., 2021). For more information about currently

available forest disturbance datasets, please see Appendix A.

If the timing of deforestation is known [Fig. 2.1(b)] and included in the in-

version, then no DEM-related bias or random error is mapped into the model

parameters because the correct design matrix, Gvar, is being used. An example

using this method is discussed in Section 2.5 and shown in Fig. 2.7(f). Similarly

if the timing of deforestation is not known and the InSAR data is sufficiently

high in quality, non-linear inversions that include tclear as a model parameter

will not map time-variable DEM error into estimates of velocity. These meth-

ods should reduce the potential for misinterpretation of deforestation events as

ground displacements, although always at some additional computational ex-

pense. With the advent of automated and real-time deformation monitoring

systems using InSAR data, incorporating a priori knowledge of time-variable
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DEM errors, or the use of inversions that include them as additional terms, can

substantially enhance efforts to assess hazards.

2.5 Application to real data

We analyze ALOS-1 data between 2007-2011 near Eugene, Oregon (path 222

frame 870), in a region that experienced forest disturbance and no known defor-

mation during the time series acquisition period. We use ALOS-1 data because

of the larger signal and relatively better coherence of the dataset compared to

Sentinel-1. We use ISCE to generate interferograms, and the Oregon DOGAMI

bare-earth Lidar DEM (Oregon DOGAMI Lidar DEM, 2018) to remove the effect

of topography. As discussed in Section 2.2.1, the use of a bare-earth DEM results

in DEM errors in an interferogram where trees are present in both dates, and no

DEM errors in an interferogram where trees are not present in both dates.

For each unfiltered, wrapped interferogram, we compute the mean phase in

the two regions, Region 1 and Region 2 [Fig. 2.7(a)-(b)], which were cleared in

2006 and 2008, respectively. We then compute the difference between the mean

phase of Regions 1 and 2. Because Region 2 was cleared during the time series

acquisition period, the relative phase between the two regions is non-zero and

baseline-dependent pre-clearing [left of red line, Fig. 2.7(c)-(f)], and close to zero

post-clearing [right of red line, Fig. 2.7(c)-(f)]. We invert for average velocity us-

ing three different approaches to constrain baseline dependence: 1. No baseline

dependence term in the design matrix, 2. A single baseline-dependent parame-

ter in the design matrix, analogous to Eq. (2.3) and Section 2.4.3 synthetic tests,

and 3. Using a priori forest disturbance information: a baseline-dependent pa-
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Figure 2.7: ALOS-1 time series. (a) & (b) Full resolution, unfiltered interfero-
grams in radar coordinates, with their respective dates in the top left corner,
and baselines in the top right corner. Region 1 (white outline) was clear-cut in
2006, and does not change during the time series. Region 2 (black outline) was
clear-cut during the time series in 2008. (c) Mean date vs. baseline of each in-
terferometric pair. The two filled grey rectangles indicate the mean of the two
dates used in (a) & (b), respectively. (d)-(f) Black dots represent the differential
phase of Regions 1 and 2, vertical lines represent their uncertainty, and horizon-
tal arrows represent the timespan of each interferogram. Colored circles are the
predicted data from time series inversions with (d) and without (e) a constant
DEM error model parameter, and a time series inversion with a variable DEM
error model parameter (f), which takes into account the date of clearcutting (red
shaded area). Typical heights of harvested trees in this region are 25-30 m.
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rameter before clearing occurred at time tclear and no baseline-phase dependence

after tclear, analogous to Eq. (2.5).

We find that the time series inversion that incorporates a priori information

best resolves the true zero-velocity, with a rate of Vavg = 0.01 cm/yr. Interest-

ingly, the baseline-independent inversion that does not constrain the effect of

DEM errors has a rate of Vavg = 1.8 cm/yr and performs better than the inversion

that constrains a constant DEM error which as a rate of Vavg = 11.9 cm/yr. This

is because the baseline-independent inversion does not attempt to fit the phase

to a biased baseline distribution. The inferred average velocity of the constant

baseline-dependent inversion is ∼10 cm/yr smaller than the results of the syn-

thetic test for this specific baseline geometry [Fig. 2.6(b), black line)]. This is

likely due to the difference in date connectivity between the idealized synthetic

test and reality, the possibly smaller tree heights pre-forest disturbance, and the

use of noisy, real data rather than idealized synthetic data. However, a rate of

11.9 cm/yr is well within the expected range of the ALOS-1 synthetic test.

2.6 Conclusions

This study quantifies the error introduced by ongoing forest disturbance into

InSAR-based displacement time series, and suggests methods for its mitigation.

We use the PNW as a case study, however the results of this study are appli-

cable to InSAR time series affected by forest disturbance worldwide, and are

particularly applicable to studies of ground deformation due to landslides.

Synthetic tests using Sentinel-1 and NISAR analogues reveal that forest dis-

turbance during time series introduces a zero-mean, random error term to ve-
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locity estimates. For a 1-year secular (average velocity) time series and a DEM

error of 30m, this error term is on the order of 0.2 cm/yr. For transient signals

and a full rate inversion, the error introduced increases to 5-15 cm/yr, with a

nonstationary structure that depends on the timing of forest disturbance. Syn-

thetic tests using available ALOS-1 geometries and a DEM error of 30m intro-

duce a biased error term on the order of 10 cm/yr into average secular velocity.

Our synthetic tests demonstrate that time-varying DEM errors can introduce

significant biases even without the contribution from noise sources present in

real data, e.g., those from atmospheric variability or decorrelation.

The error introduced by ongoing forest disturbance and other time-variable

DEM errors can be mitigated through the addition of auxiliary information

or use of slightly more sophisticated inversion methods. One such method is

through the use of a priori knowledge of land cover change, such as tree loss

datasets (Goward et al., 2008; Hansen et al., 2013), in the construction of the de-

sign matrix, G. We show the efficacy of this method with an ALOS-1 time series

from the PNW in a location with no expected deformation signal, but where

forest clearing is known to have occurred during the InSAR time series. For the

ALOS-1 example we find that the use of a priori information about the timing

of deforestation results in a rate of Vavg = 0.01 cm/yr, which is indistinguishable

from zero. The assumption of a constant DEM error term (i.e., neglect of the

possibility of forest disturbance) results in a much higher inferred rate of Vavg =

11.9 cm/yr.

Efforts to automate InSAR processing and analysis are already underway in

many areas of the world (Li et al., 2016; Anantrasirichai et al., 2018), and will

eventually be used for real-time hazard assessment (Owen et al., 2017; Barnhart
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et al., 2019) as well as in scientific research. In automated systems, there are

necessarily fewer checks and balances that help users identify problems and

biases that can potentially be introduced into their analysis. Synthetic tests,

such as those presented here, can help users determine whether or not their

particular application requires that they invest in the additional computational

expense needed to assess other potential contributions to the phase.
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CHAPTER 3

SEEING THROUGH THE NOISE: A NEW METHOD FOR ESTIMATING

SOIL MOISTURE VARIABILITY AND PERMANENT SURFACE CHANGE

USING INSAR COHERENCE

3.1 Abstract

Coherence is a metric calculated from interferometric data that serves as both

a measure of noise in InSAR data and also as a measure of ground character-

istic change between image acquisitions. In this chapter, we treat coherence as

the latter, and introduce a method to deconvolve coherence data into several

components: 1) background coherence, 2) permanent change, and 3) transient

change. We assume that the transient coherence term is affected only by varia-

tions in soil moisture, and thereby constitutes a soil moisture metric. The inver-

sion for the three coherence terms is nonlinear, due to a sign ambiguity in the

transient term. In addition, there is a perfect trade-off between an increasing

or decreasing transient signal and a comparable amount of permanent change

over the same time period. To address these issues, we use an iterative approach

to identify only non-monotonic transient signals and robust statistics to account

for uncertainty and noise in the measurements. We developed this methodol-

ogy using data acquired between 2017-2019 in the hyper-arid southern Arabian

Peninsula, and show examples of where our approach is and is not successful.

This work is a first step towards high resolution soil moisture and permanent

change products that could be combined with other products to create robust,

higher resolution ground characteristic monitoring products globally. Finally, to

help foster open science ethos and encourage the wider soil moisture commu-
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nity to consider InSAR coherence as a useful addition to soil moisture products,

we have created a series of Jupyter Notebooks that contain the inversion code

described in this study and available for use through Github.

3.2 Introduction

It has long been acknowledged that soil moisture affects both the phase and

amplitude of InSAR data, and is often a source of noise in studies of ground

deformation. However, the decrease in interferometric data quality due to dif-

fering soil moisture conditions at the time of each SAR image acquisition does

not necessarily result in decreased data quality between longer temporal base-

line pairs. Particularly in hyper-arid regions where there is little to no vege-

tation, the data quality of interferometric pairs formed before and some time

after a rain event (i.e., after the ground surface dries) can be almost as high

as the data quality of an interferogram formed from two SAR images pre-

rain event. Scott (2017) explored this concept using data from the Atacama

desert in Chile, recognizing that interferometric noise related to soil moisture

could be separated from other sources of noise (discussed in Section 3.3). The

methodology outlined in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 expands upon Scott (2017) by

developing an algorithm to separate InSAR noise sources, and is applied to

data from another hyper-arid region: the southern Arabian Peninsula (shown

in section 3.6). A version of this algorithm to date is available for use at:

https://github.com/paulaburgi/PyCorInv.git.
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3.3 Factors that influence coherence

Several factors influence quality or noise levels in InSAR data. These include

changes in the characteristics of surface scatterers between SAR image acquisi-

tions, viewing geometry, and instrument noise. All wavelengths used by SAR

are impacted by the latter two factors in similar ways, but shorter wavelength

data is typically affected more by changes in the scatterers than longer wave-

length data is. Data quality also differs between different SAR polarizations, as

discussed in greater detail in chapter 5.

One metric that is often used to quantify the level of noise in InSAR data

is the interferometric coherence. The complex-valued interferometric coherence

between two SAR images is defined as:

γ =
< v1v∗2 >√

< v1v∗1 >< v2v∗2 >
(3.1)

where vi contains the complex-valued observation for each SAR image ac-

quired at time i, v∗i is its complex conjugate, and < . > indicates the expected

value. For brevity, we use γ below instead of |γ| to describe the coherence mag-

nitude (often simply called “coherence”). γ can take values between 0 and 1,

where 0 is incoherent and 1 is fully coherent. Here, if a coherence value is below

a value of 0.23 the interferometric phase is considered incoherent or random.

In the next subsection, we discuss the factors that result in surface change

between image acquisitions, and briefly discuss the role of viewing geometry.
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Pixel width

t1

fallen
rock

t2

Figure 3.1: Schematic of three scatterers within a pixel during two SAR image
acquisitions, t1 (blue, left) and t2 (green, right). In the time between t1 and t2, a
precariously balanced rock has fallen over, changing the average phase within
the pixel.

3.3.1 Surface characteristics

The phase and magnitude of the radar signal associated with a given pixel is

a combination of all the electromagnetic waves backscattered from within the

region covered by the pixel. When the presence, position, or orientation of a

scatterer changes between SAR acquisitions, the overall phase within the pixel

will also change (Figure 3.1). This is because the phase within the pixel is a

weighted sum over all the scatterers within that pixel, so a change in just one

of them will impact the average phase. Longer wavelength (e.g., L-band) SAR

data tend to maintain a higher coherence for longer time periods than shorter

wavelength data (e.g., C-band and X-band). This is because electromagnetic

waves are sensitive to scatterers that are on the same spatial scale as their wave-

length. Thus, longer wavelengths penetrate more deeply into vegetative cover

and soils, where there are more stable scatterers such as tree trunks and consol-

idated material.
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A number of things can change the surface characteristics between SAR ac-

quisitions. These include vegetation change, such as growth, leaf loss, or har-

vesting (e.g., Wegmuller & Werner, 1997), variations in soil moisture (e.g., Nolan

& Fatland, 2003), erosion or deposition (e.g., Schepanski et al., 2012), snow accu-

mulation or melting (e.g., Nolan & Fatland, 2003), infrastructure construction or

damage (e.g., Milillo et al., 2016), and ground surface displacement (Massonnet

& Feigl, 1998). Together, these noise sources combine to reduce the coherence

and, therefore, the achievable precision in InSAR studies, to a degree that de-

pends on the magnitude and the spatial scale of the signal of interest.

Changes in the surface between SAR acquisitions can be transient or perma-

nent. For example, vegetation growth is not a reversible process and will cause

progressively more phase decorrelation as the position and reflective properties

of the vegetation changes over time. However, other processes, such as changes

in soil moisture, can cause changes in phase that are reversed if the soil mois-

ture returns to a similar level. Below, we discuss in detail the contributions to,

or impacts on, signal coherence of three types of surface change: Soil moisture,

erosion/deposition, and vegetation. We also discuss the interplay between dif-

ferent types of surface change and their contribution to coherence.

Finally, the intensity of radiation reflected back by a given pixel (SAR ampli-

tude) is also controlled by the scattering properties of a surface: When a signal

emitted by a SAR satellite reaches the surface, the degree to which the signal

is scattered back in the direction of the satellite (i.e., backscattered) depends on

the wavelength of the signal, and on the roughness and orientation of scattering

surfaces. A larger amount of the signal will be backscattered if the spatial scale

of roughness (i.e., the average distance between irregularities) is approximately
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equal to the signal wavelength. Thus, a “rough” surface for X-band data (∼3

cm), such as a gravel beach, may appear “smooth” in L-band data (∼24 cm),

such that a larger fraction of the emitted X-band signal is recorded. Surfaces

such as calm water or smooth dry lakebeds reflect most of the radiated energy

away from the satellite and will appear darker (lower amplitude). The signal

to noise ratio is smaller for darker (smaller amplitude) than brighter pixels, and

therefore these pixels can be more impacted by instrumental random noise.

Soil moisture

Soil water content affects its dielectric properties, and the dielectric properties

of a material greatly impact how it interacts with electromagnetic energy. The

dimensionless, complex-numbered dielectric constant is the most common ex-

pression of a soil’s dielectric properties (e.g., Topp et al., 1980), written as:

ε = εr − jεi (3.2)

where epsilon is the dielectric constant, εr is the real component and εi is

the imaginary component. ε is a ratio of the permittivity of the material to the

permittivity of a vacuum, where permittivity is a measure of the ability of a

material to polarize due to an applied electromagnetic field. The phase and

magnitude of ε are the rotation and energy loss of the applied electromagnetic

field, respectively. Water is a polar molecule, and an increase in water content

causes an increase in the ε. In practice, this means that the average scattering

depth is shallower in wet soils than dry soils, and the polarized SAR signal

will experience more rotation in wet than dry soil (Ulaby et al., 1978) (Figure
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Figure 3.2: Interaction between incoming radiation (red) and wet and dry soils.
SAR signals will interact more strongly with deeper scatterers under dry con-
ditions (left panel) than wet conditions (center panel). Thus, under wet condi-
tions, the average scattering depth is shallower than under dry conditions (right
plot).

3.2). In particular, a change in the average depth of scatterers causes phase

decorrelation.

Changes in moisture content can also cause swelling or contracting of the

surface, resulting in a phase delay associated with the increase or decrease in

distance between the satellite and the ground. The degree to which decorrela-

tion associated with changes in scattering properties and/or phase delays asso-

ciated with physical deformation occur in a particular area is highly dependent

on factors such as soil type, vegetation cover, and slope, all of which can change

across small spatial scales (Ulaby et al., 1979). Finally, soil moisture variabil-

ity can be a catalyst for mineral phase changes or mineral precipitation. These

may or may not lead to a reduction in coherence, and depend on the size and

properties of the precipitated minerals (Jordan et al., 2020).
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Vegetation

As mentioned in the previous section, electromagnetic waves primarily interact

with scatterers that are on the same spatial scale as the wavelength of the signal.

Because of this, shorter wavelengths interact more with scatters at the top of the

vegetation volume, such as leaves and small branches, whereas longer wave-

lengths interact with scatterers closer to the ground, such as large branches and

trunks (Figure 3.3). Additionally, large branches and tree trunks tend to be more

stable over time, so longer wavelengths tend to be more coherent than SAR in-

terferograms taken at shorter wavelengths. Coherence is worst in regions with

fast growing vegetation and frequent surface disturbance, such as agricultural

regions. Coherence also tends to be low in regions with vegetation that experi-

ences extreme changes such as fall leaf loss.

Vegetative cover can also impact how sensitive the radar is to other factors

such as soil moisture. The fraction of the SAR signal that reaches the ground

surface in a vegetated region depends not only on the wavelength of the radar,

but also on the type, density, and orientation of the vegetative structure. Only a

fraction of the signal backscattered toward the satellite may be from the ground

surface, with the rest of the signal backscattered from within the vegetative col-

umn. However, the degree to which the backscattered signal interacts with the

subsurface in different environments is not well constrained and requires more

research. The moisture content of the majority of scatterers in forested regions,

such as leaves and branches, is also very variable over time. Factors such as

evapotranspiration and dew formation may strongly impact the state of veg-

etation moisture at the time of any one SAR image acquisition. On the forest

floor, vegetation can provide considerable protection from evaporation. Thus,
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Figure 3.3: Interaction of X-band, C-band, and L-band SAR signals in the pres-
ence of vegetation. Lighter shades in the vegetation column and line width in
the subsurface indicate a stronger interaction of the signal bandwidth with scat-
terers.

any contribution to the radar signal from soil moisture will likely differ signif-

icantly from adjacent regions with different types, densities, or distributions of

vegetation.

Erosion and deposition

Processes such as erosion and deposition permanently change the distribution

of scatterers within a pixel (Figure 3.1). In some environments such as sand

dunes, ephemeral stream beds, and coastal regions, deposition and erosion can

occur on a regular enough basis that these regions are almost never coherent. In

arid regions, permanent changes in coherence often occur as a result of a rain

event, and thus coincide with a change in coherence due to soil moisture. To

separate these effects, the coherence time series must be longer than the pre-

dicted retention timescale of water within the shallow subsurface.
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3.3.2 Viewing geometry

Satellite viewing geometry is the position of the satellite in space and the angle

with which it images the ground surface. The difference in the satellite position

between two SAR image acquisitions is called the spatial baseline, and decor-

relation related to spatial baseline is caused by the slightly different imaging

angles between two SAR image acquisitions. In extreme cases, the viewing ge-

ometry is different enough that a different set of scatterers dominate the energy

reflected from a given pixel, resulting in a complete lack of correlation between

the two images. In section 3.3.1, we discuss the situation in which scatterers

within a pixel change position between image acquisitions. Baseline-related

decorrelation is similar, however rather than the position of scatterers chang-

ing, the position of the satellite changes, causing scatterers within a pixel to no

longer correlate with the scatterers within the same pixel of a comparative SAR

image. It should furthermore be noted that scatterers within the area of a sin-

gle pixel can actually impact the phase of neighbouring pixels as well. That

is, the backscattered energy from a single strong scatterer on the ground sur-

face (particularly those associated with metallic, human-made objects) has side

lobes that “bleed” into adjacent resolution cells. The rate of decorrelation with

increasing baseline is larger when scatterers within a pixel are distributed along

the ray path, i.e., scatterers are distributed vertically and horizontally in space.

This effect, known as volumetric decorrelation, is a significant source of decor-

relation in forested regions.
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3.4 Coherence parameterization

We separate the observed coherence loss at a location into four components:

background coherence, permanent coherence loss, transient coherence loss, and

coherence loss related to baseline:

γi j = γ0γ
p
i jγ

s
i jγ

B
i j (3.3)

where γ0 is the background coherence, which is a constant value for a given

pixel and represents coherence loss due to surface roughness, slope, instrumen-

tal noise, etc., γp
i j is the permanent coherence loss that may occur during the

interval between dates i and j, γs
i j is the transient coherence loss stemming from

the difference in soil moisture between dates i and j, and γB
i j is the coherence

loss related to the perpendicular spatial baseline between dates i and j. γB
i j is

an important consideration for SAR data with large spatial baselines or regions

for which scatterers are distributed along the ray path (i.e., volumetric distribu-

tion), however these factors are negligible in our study region and we do not

include a γB
i j in the methodology presented here. Thus, Eq. 3.3 becomes:

γi j = γ0γ
p
i jγ

s
i j (3.4)

an synthetic example of which is shown for all date combinations at a single

pixel in Figure 3.4. Next, we linearize Eq. 3.4 by taking the logarithm of both

sides:

log(γi j) = log(γ0) + log(γp
i j) + log(γs

i j) (3.5)
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Figure 3.4: Example of (a) the total coherence (γ), (b) background coherence
(γ0), (c) permanent coherence loss (γp), (d) transient coherence loss (γs), and, for
a synthetic dataset with no noise. (a) is the product of (b)-(d).

The permanent coherence loss is associated with individual time intervals

and accumulates over time, such that values of γp
i j for longer-timescale interfer-

ometric pairs are the product of the permanent coherence loss within all of the

intervening time intervals:

log(γp
i j) =

j−1∑
k=i

log(γp
k,k+1) (3.6)

We also define si, a “soil moisture index” for each date, i, where we make the

approximation that the transient term depends on the difference between two

dates as:
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log(γs
i j) = −abs(log(si) − log(s j)) (3.7)

Note the ambiguity in sign and mean value for the full time series of si. We

could arbitrarily shift the entire time series of si by a constant or multiply by

-1 without changing the predicted impact on coherence. We choose the con-

vention that the dry values of si are near unity, and that wet values are lower,

approaching zero. Both a dry-dry pair and a wet-wet pair would be expected

to have higher coherence than a pair between dates with differing soil moisture

content. The transient term would also be impacted by seasonal changes in veg-

etation, but this is not a factor in hyper-arid regions such as the region studied

in this chapter.

3.5 Coherence inversion methodology

Given a coherence time series containing N dates, we solve for three model pa-

rameters: constant background coherence (γ0, [1×1]), a permanent change index

for the kth interval between image acquisitions (pk, [N−1×1]), and a soil moisture

index for each date (sl, [N × 1]). We can pose the following inversion:

log(γest
i j ) = Gplog(pk) − |Gslog(sl)| − γ0 (3.8)

where log(γest
i j ) is the estimated coherence data, and Gp and Gs are matrices

that relate the model parameters, pk and sl, to the coherence data, γest
i j . Although

Eq. 3.8 is partially linearized, the second term on the right side of the equa-

tion contains an absolute value and therefore the inversion for all three terms
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must be nonlinear. Another challenge of this coherence inversion is the trade-

off between the permanent and transient terms. A gradual increase in soil mois-

ture within a given time interval produces the same coherence signal as a small

amount of permanent coherence loss throughout the same time interval. Fur-

thermore, any pixel that experiences both a change in soil moisture and some

degree of permanent change could be fit equally well by only a change in soil

moisture that never fully “recovers” to a pre-wetted state.

Despite these challenges, general nonlinear methods such as Newton’s

method or Levenberg-Marquardt can be used to solve for the model parame-

ters. However, they are computationally expensive approaches and therefore

an unrealistic method considering the number of pixels in InSAR data. In this

study, we propose an alternative iterative approach, which we find to perform

equally as well as a general nonlinear approach.

3.5.1 Coherence data

For a given pixel, we use the coherence of all possible interferometric pairs. This

differs from most InSAR ground displacement time series approaches, where it

is more common to only use date pairs with small spatial baselines (e.g., SBAS,

Berardino et al., 2002), or small temporal baselines (e.g., interferograms con-

structed from consecutive dates, the ”skip-0” approach). Time series that use

all possible pairs are much more computationally expensive, and the interfer-

ometric phase of longer spatial and temporal baseline pairs will often be sig-

nificantly noisier, particularly in vegetated environments. This, among other

issues, can introduce more noise as well as bias to the estimation of ground dis-
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placement. On the other hand, InSAR coherence time series aim to model the

interferometric noise itself, and the information gained from using a full time

series approach outweighs the computational expense. An example of this is

shown in Figure 3.5, where synthetic coherence data is shown for date pairs cor-

responding to the dates on the x and y axes. In Figure 3.5a, the coherence data

is constructed of only consecutive dates and every other date, whereas in Fig-

ure 3.5b, the coherence data is constructed of all possible date pairs. We can see

evidence of two transient coherence loss events (i.e., rain events) in mid-April

and mid-December in both datasets, but it is only in the latter than we can also

observe a small amount of permanent coherence loss after the first rain event

(Figure 3.5b, red box) as well as the coherent points formed from ’wet-wet’ date

pairs, i.e., pairs that have similar soil moisture conditions following two differ-

ent rain events (Figure 3.5b, red oval). If it were not for noise in a coherence

dataset related to the accuracy with which we can estimate the coherence of a

pixel as well as any unmodeled sources of coherence loss, the same information

could be deduced from the coherence data in Figure 3.5a. However this is not

the case, and we therefore use choose to use the ”full” coherence information

from all possible date pairs.

The number of coherence values generated in a full coherence time series

is M = [N × N]/2, where N is the number of dates. Thus, γi j, γ
p
i j, and γs

i j have

dimensions [M × 1] where each element corresponds to a date pair i, j for i =

1...M−1 and j = 2...M, ∀ j ≥ i, and Gp and Gs have dimensions of [M×N −1] and

[M × N], respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Synthetic coherence data at a pixel for date pairs given on the x and
y axes. (a) Coherence for ”skip-0” and ”skip-1” pairs. Relative to a given date, i,
the only pairs that are formed are with the adjacent dates (skip-0, i+1) and every
other (skip-1, i+2) date. (b) Coherence for all possible date pairs. Here, two rain
events during mid-April and mid-December 2018 can be clearly observed, as
can a small amount of permanent change following the first rain event (red box)
and high coherence pairs between date pairs of similar soil moisture content
(red oval).

3.5.2 Coherence estimate uncertainty

To calculate coherence, Eq. 3.1 includes estimated value operators. With real

data, we estimate the expected value by spatially averaging within a region

populated by >1 pixel, typically over rectangular regions containing ∼9-100 pix-

els. This leads to an uncertainty in our estimation of coherence, which is larger

for smaller values of coherence and decreases with a larger averaging region

(Figure 3.6). The uncertainty on a given coherence estimate, γerr
i j , is:

γerr
i j = Merr(1 − γi j) (3.9)

where Merr is the slope of the 1σ error bound for a given averaging region.
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3.5.3 Data masking

We mask out pixels for which we do not want to estimate model parameters

based on two criteria. First, we mask points if they do not contain >10 coherence

values. That is, for a given pixel, there must be <10 values that are not NaN val-

ues. Second, we identify pixels for which the coherence values are consistently

at or below a threshold value. To determine this, we calculate the following

parameters for each pixel:

∑ j
k=i+1 γi,k

j − i + 1
> 1.5 ∗ γmin (3.10)

and
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|γl,k > γmin|

|γl,k|
,∀l = 1...i and ∀k = j...N > 0.85 (3.11)

Where γi, j is the coherence value between dates i and j at a given pixel, and

γmin is the minimum coherence threshold, γmin = 0.23. If one or both conditions

in (Eq. 3.10) and (Eq. 3.11) are false, the pixel is masked.

3.5.4 Initial model parameter estimates

To begin, we first estimate the value of the constant background coherence at a

pixel, log(γ0), by using a robust maximum algorithm:

∑M
i=1 di eadi∑M

i=1 eadi
(3.12)

Where d is the data for which a robust maximum is estimated (here, log(γ))

and a is a weighting parameter. We chose to use the robust maximum of log(γ),

rather than a simple maximum, to reduce the bias of outliers. A larger value

of a results in an estimate closer to the true maximum, and was determined to

be a = 100 based on test data from the southern Arabian Peninsula. Future

work could include a more robust estimation of a and for a wider variety of

environments.

Next, we estimate pk
i for all i = 1...N−1 intervals between N SAR acquisitions.

To do so, we begin by finding the robust maximum (Eq. 3.12) of log(γ) for all

pairs that span the ith interval (γspani), and all pairs that do not span the ith inter-

val (γnospani). If pairs that span the ith interval have a higher value than pairs that

do not, then log(pk
i ) = 0. If the have a lower value, then log(pk

i ) = γspani − γnospani .
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However, if log(pk
i ) > log(pk

min), then log(pk
i ) = log(pk

min), where pk
min is the min-

imum value for which coherence can be confidently estimated within the ith

interval.

We first estimate sl
i by computing the residual between the raw coherence

data and the estimated coherence data using only the first two model parame-

ters, γ0 and pk: γs,est
i j = γi j−Gp pk

i j−γ
0. Using this, we find the weighted median of

all pairs that contain a given date, i. The weighting scheme essentially assigns

a lower weight to the noisier measurements of low coherence. The result of

this calculation still contains the effect of “wet-wet” dates having higher coher-

ence, which can bias sl
i upwards. Therefore, we take an additional step where

we remove this bias and re-estimate the weighted median, which gives us our

estimate of sl
i. The use of the median and weighting terms preclude a simple

description of this process, but result in a much faster convergence towards a

solution that fits the data than we achieve with standard nonlinear or bounded

least squares approaches. We tested our iterative approach against the nonlin-

ear approaches for a range of points and found no appreciable difference in the

fits.

3.5.5 Refinement of coherence terms

The final steps in this inversion process are implemented to account for the am-

biguity between the permanent change index, pk, and the soil moisture index,

sl. Although we cannot account for all facets of this ambiguity, we can confi-

dently identify non-monotonic changes in sl. That is, a portion of the coherence

signal attributed to an extended drying out period following a rain event can
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be instead attributed to a permanent change in coherence during a single time

interval. The following steps are implemented to enforce this assumption such

that the final soil moisture index only includes a non-monotonic component and

does not incorrectly attribute permanent coherence loss to a prolonged period

of heightened soil moisture.

To identify sl vectors that may include a monotonic component, we first find

values of sl, starting with sl
N and working backward, that are smaller than each

of the consecutive former value of sl, within error. If a smaller value exists, say

at the kth index, we calculate the difference between these two values such that

sdi f f = sl
N − sl

k. This difference is equal to the ”excess” amount that is removed

from all values of sl between i = k...N, and then added to a single value of pk

that corresponds to the interval between k and k + 1. The same process can be

performed in reverse, such that we start with the first value of sl and determine

whether it is smaller than each consecutive value, and so on. We again refine

these two new estimates of pk and sl using the methods described in the previ-

ous section. This process is repeated several times, in order to converge on the

correct values and to attribute as much change in γ to pk as possible.

3.6 Application to data

Here, we apply our approach to 63 Sentinel-1A acquisitions between

01/07/2017 - 01/21/2019 covering a portion of the southern Arabian Peninsula

(Figure 3.7). During this time period, two cyclones occurred between May 27th-

27th and October 13th-15th, 2018, respectively. We use ISCE2.2 to co-register

the complex-valued SLCs. We estimate the expected coherence, γ, over a 15 by
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4 pixel area in range and azimuth, respectively.

Figure 3.8 and 3.9 show examples of the results of our inversion for two

points identified in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.8 is an example where our approach

works well, such that γest is in agreement with γ such that sl reflects only tran-

sient, non-monotonic changes within the data, γ. This pixel is located inland,

where only two rain events occurred within the time series. Figure 3.9 is an

example of a location where our approach did not work as well. This pixel

is located in an intertidal zone along the coast of the Arabian Sea, where the

periodicity of low-coherence dates (i.e., “wet” dates) corresponds with the high

tide. Between Mid-April and late June of 2017 and early May to late July of 2018,

the relatively lower coherence between periodic wet dates can be attributed to

periods of high high tides. Although the inversion does estimate parts of the co-

herence time series well, the short time interval between periods of wetting and

the overall aliasing of the tidal cycle due to the temporal baseline of Sentinel-

1 data does not lend itself to the assumptions we make of non-monotonic soil

moisture variability and longer time periods between wetting events.

3.7 Conclusions and future work

We present a framework and methodology to separate the effects of background

coherence, permanent change, and transient change attributed to soil moisture

variation from InSAR coherence data. We develop this methodology using data

from the southern Arabian Peninsula, a hyper-arid region that experiences in-

frequent rain events. In this environment, we find that this methodology works

well for pixels where phase is generally stable over time. This work has a wide
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Figure 3.7: (a) Landsat imagery showing the region of the southern Arabian
Peninsula used to create and validate the coherence inversion methodology
outlined in this chapter. Square and triangle indicate the point of the full co-
herence time series and inversion results shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, respec-
tively. (b) One date pair of the coherence data, γ, for an interferogram span-
ning 2018/05/14 - 2018/05/26. (c)-(e) Model parameters (i.e., inversion re-
sults) for the indicated dates or intervals. (c) The soil moisture component,
sl, for 2018/05/26, (d) the permanent component, pk, for the interval between
2018/05/14 - 2018/05/26, and (e) background coherence, c0, applicable to all
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Figure 3.8: Sample inversion results for a well-constrained pixel. (a) Coherence
data (γ) and (b) estimated coherence (γest) of all possible date pairs at a pixel
indicated by the square in Figure 3.7. (c) Inversion results (i.e., model param-
eters): background coherence (γ0, dashed line), permanent coherence loss for
each time interval between image acquisitions (γp, red line), and coherence loss
due to soil moisture variability for each image acquisition date (γs, red line). (d)
Time series of coherence data (solid line) and estimated coherence data (dotted
line) for all pairs that include the SAR image acquired on 2017/01/19, equiva-
lent to the values in the second row of the triangular plots (a) and (b), outlined
in grey.
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Figure 3.9: Sample inversion results for a poorly-constrained pixel. (a) Coher-
ence data (γ) and (b) estimated coherence (γest) of all possible date pairs at a pixel
indicated by the triangle in Figure 3.7. (c) Inversion results (i.e., model param-
eters): background coherence (γ0, dashed line), permanent coherence loss for
each time interval between image acquisitions (γp, red line), and coherence loss
due to soil moisture variability for each image acquisition date (γs, red line). (d)
Time series of coherence data (solid line) and estimated coherence data (dotted
line) for all pairs that include the SAR image acquired on 2017/01/19, equiva-
lent to the values in the second row of the triangular plots (a) and (b), outlined
in grey.
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range of applications. First, it provides a high-resolution soil moisture dataset

that complements other remotely sensed soil moisture datasets. It also provides

a method to decouple the effects of permanent changes such as erosion, depo-

sition, or infrastructure damage from the effect of soil moisture, constituting

an extremely useful tool in landscape evolution research and damage mapping

after natural disasters. Finally, by estimating the impact of soil moisture on In-

SAR phase, this work is an important step towards quantifying the impact of

soil moisture on InSAR ground deformation analysis.

To separate the different sources of coherence loss, we set up a nonlinear

inverse problem and present an iterative method to efficiently solve for model

parameters. To address the ambiguity that can exist between soil moisture and

permanent loss terms, we attribute any monotonic signal to the permanent co-

herence term, rather than the soil moisture term. In doing so, our estimate of

soil moisture is conservative.

Future work could include testing this methodology in other hyper-arid re-

gions globally, particularly to assess the robustness of the tuning parameters.

This methodology can then be applied to data from a wider variety of environ-

ments, such as less arid and modestly vegetated regions, to test the degree to

which the assumptions and inversion technique remain valid. Finally, our ap-

proach could be augmented or even re-designed to include a priori information.

For example, lower resolution soil moisture datasets such as SMAP (Soil Mois-

ture Active Passive) or SMOS (Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity) data can provide an

estimate of the soil moisture sign change (i.e., wet-to-dry or dry-to-wet) between

SAR observations. These are only a few examples of possible future work; with

the increasing appreciation for the impact of soil moisture on InSAR data, there
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is a wide range of possible directions to be explored in future research.
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CHAPTER 4

HIGH-RESOLUTION SOIL MOISTURE EVOLUTION IN HYPER-ARID

REGIONS: A COMPARISON OF INSAR, SAR, MICROWAVE, OPTICAL,

AND DATA ASSIMILATION SYSTEMS IN THE SOUTHERN ARABIAN

PENINSULA

4.1 Abstract

We present an analysis of a 3-year time series of synthetic aperture radar (SAR)

imagery covering the southern Arabian Peninsula, spanning two devastating

typhoons that impacted the region in 2018. The limited vegetation and precipi-

tation in the area allows for clear separation of soil moisture changes from other

factors that typically also affect microwave imagery. We generate soil moisture

proxies from interferometric SAR (InSAR) coherence and compare them with

a range of other soil moisture products. We estimate the decay timescale over

which the surface returns to its pre-storm state for each event and data type, and

find that the radar coherence-based timescales tend to be longer than those for

the other products. We also find that the coherence-based timescales of the two

events differ from each other in a manner that is consistent with seasonal tem-

perature fluctuations and the total rainfall that occurred each time. The higher

spatial resolution of the InSAR coherence results and differing sensitivity to the

vertical distribution of soil moisture complements the other more temporally

dense products, particularly in regions of high heterogeneity along the edge of

the storm and within regions where the surface properties change dramatically

over small spatial scales. As the frequency and strength of tropical cyclones

increase, and as already scarce water resources are utilized further in arid re-
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gions, InSAR coherence data constitutes another tool that researchers can use to

expand our understanding of these challenges.

4.2 Introduction

The increasing hazards faced by coastal cities due to tropical cyclones (Wisner

et al., 2004; Emanuel et al., 2006; Knutson et al., 2010; Vitousek et al., 2017) and

the growing stresses placed on water resources worldwide (Jones, 1999; Roseg-

rant et al., 2009) motivate efforts to monitor soil moisture and better characterize

its variability on a global scale. Satellite-based remote sensing observations sup-

port these monitoring efforts, and have the advantages of regular satellite repeat

intervals and extensive spatial coverage. However, soil moisture retrievals are

sensitive to the presence of vegetation, cloud cover, soil type, and the vertical

distribution of soil moisture to a degree that varies between approaches. We

present analysis of phase coherence within a SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar)

time series spanning three years, and compare it with soil moisture estimates

based on other remote sensing datasets (microwave and visible) and data assim-

ilation systems. We present a focused comparison between the Interferometric

Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) coherence results and published estimates

of soil moisture from the Soil Moisture Active-Passive satellite, (SMAP, pas-

sive microwave), the Advanced SCATterometer (ASCAT, Real Aperture Radar),

and Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS). The InSAR results benefit

from the high spatial resolution of SAR, and the coherence time series approach

that we use allows us to separate the short-term changes associated with soil

moisture variability from the permanent changes to the landscape due to ero-

sion and deposition of material during large precipitation events.
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For this study, we focus on two devastating cyclones that impacted the

hyper-arid southern Arabian Peninsula in 2018: Cyclone Mekunu and Cyclone

Luban. Much of the previous literature on soil moisture retrievals has focused

on less arid regions, with particular emphasis on agriculture. The limited veg-

etation in the hyper-arid region examined in this study allows for clear separa-

tion of soil moisture changes from other factors that may affect the data, such as

ground disturbance, seasonal variability in land cover, or land use change. Our

approach allows us to compare the differing temporal evolutions of soil mois-

ture observed by each approach after a given storm, without the additional com-

plication of the vegetation response to each storm. These two typhoons present

a unique opportunity to intercompare soil moisture retrievals, both because of

the lack of vegetation and because of the sharp eastern edge of rainfall of both

events, which allows regions that experienced rain and those that did not to be

compared across a short spatial scale.

4.2.1 Cyclone Mekunu and Cyclone Luban and their impacts

On May 24th - 27th 2018, tropical Cyclone Mekunu (Figure 4.1a) made land-

fall along the coast of the Arabian Peninsula, with devastating consequences

within Oman’s Dhofar Governorate. The OOSA weather station at Salalah air-

port recorded 24.3 inches of rainfall (McElwee, 2020), which was five times

the average annual precipitation in a single event. The heavy rainfall and 185

km/hr sustained wind speeds - equivalent to a category 3 hurricane - caused

31 fatalities, flooding, landslides, and power outages across Oman and Yemen.

Cyclone Luban (Figure C.1a) made landfall October 13th-15th and was less se-

vere than Cyclone Mekunu, although it still caused 15 fatalities, flooding, and
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infrastructure damage (IMD, 2018b). The OOSA weather station recorded 13.6

inches of rainfall and wind speeds reached 140 km/hr - equivalent to a category

1 hurricane. The cyclones had far-ranging impacts, including a linkage to an

outbreak of locust swarms that went on to ravage countries in East Africa over

the following two years (Salih et al., 2020).

In this paper, we compare the spatial distribution of soil moisture change

for each event that we would infer from each data type, as well as the de-

cay timescale required for the surface to return to its pre-storm state. We also

examine how the timescales differ between the two cyclones, and how those

timescales depend on the total amount of precipitation and the season during

which they occurred.

4.3 Data and Methods

Soil moisture can be estimated from remote sensing observations across a wide

swath of the electromagnetic spectrum, including microwave (active or pas-

sive), thermal, and optical wavelengths. Some estimates rely solely on one ob-

servation type, while others are the result of data assimilation approaches that

utilize a mix of remote sensing imagery, modeling, and ground observations. In

this section, we introduce and briefly describe the data we use in our compar-

isons (Figures 4.2, C.2; Table B.1).
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Figure 4.1: (a) Optical imagery (Landsat 7, USGS, 2018) of the southeast Arabian
Peninsula, overlain by contours of total precipitation due to Cyclone Mekunu
(GSMAP, Okamoto et al., 2005). The dotted orange line delineates the bound-
ary between two units with differing surface properties: sand dunes to the
north and tertiary sediment to the south (modified from Stewart, 2015). The red
cross indicates the location of the time series shown in Figure 4.4. (b) The soil
moisture index (Section 2.2) within frame T28 for May 28th, 2018, with regions
that are continuously low-coherence (oceans, sand dunes) masked out (beige).
The transition from white (interpreted as dry) to dark blue (interpreted as wet)
marks the edge of rainfall during Cyclone Mekunu (May 24th - 27th, 2018).

4.3.1 Soil Moisture Retrievals Considered in this Study

We compare the results of our InSAR coherence time series analysis to a range

of other microwave- and optical-based observations of soil moisture, with the

goal of assessing the sensitivity of the InSAR coherence product to the spatial

extend of rainfall and to examine any variations in the timescale of inferred soil

moisture changes. Below, we focus on products that depend primarily on one

observation type, for the most appropriate comparison to our Sentinel-1 InSAR

coherence-based result. We also include results from higher-level assimilation

products, both to show the limitations of the temporal coverage of most of the
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Figure 4.2: Soil moisture datasets examined in this study. Each panel shows the
first data acquired after Cyclone Mekunu, labeled by the sensor name or model
type. The datasets are grouped by product type: (a)-(b) SAR-derived products,
(d)-(f) passive microwave products (g)-(h) active (RAR) microwave products,
(i)-(j) optically-derived products, and (k)-(l) assimilation system products. (c) is
also an assimilation of two datasets, but it is placed between the two datasets
that are used to generate it, i.e., SAR amplitude (b) and SMAP (d). Datasets with
the same units are shown on the same color scale. The predicted soil moisture
index in (a) is described further in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. The three SAR frames
used in this study are outlined in each panel in white. The yellow point in
panels (a), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (k), and (l) indicate the location of the time series
shown in Figure 4.4
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single-data-type products and to highlight the potential benefits of eventual in-

clusion of InSAR coherence in such assimilation products.

Passive microwave instruments, such as SMAP, SMOS (Soil Moisture Ocean

Salinity), and AMSR2 (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2), detect ra-

diation emitted by the ground surface at wavelengths between 0.5 - 100 cm (Fig-

ure 4.2d-4.2f). The intensity of microwave emission is very sensitive to soil wa-

ter content (Wang & Qu, 2009) and can be combined with auxiliary datasets such

as topography, land cover class, vegetation water content, and soil attributes for

estimation of volumetric soil moisture (Kerr et al., 2001; Entekhabi, Njoku, et al.,

2010; de Jeu, 2013). Satellite-based passive microwave missions observe a given

area on the surface with semi-daily to daily sampling and have near-global spa-

tial coverage. Satellite-based passive microwave observations have relatively

coarse spatial resolutions (on the order of 10’s of km) compared to the other

datasets considered here (Table B.1).

Active microwave instruments record the backscattered energy reflected by

objects illuminated by a signal emitted by the satellite itself. We examine data

from both Real Aperture Radar (RAR) systems such as ASCAT (Bartalis et al.,

2007) and CYGNSS (Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite System) (Kim & Lak-

shmi, 2018; Chew & Small, 2020) (Figure 4.2g and 4.2h), and Synthetic Aper-

ture Radar (SAR) systems such as Sentinel-1a/b (Figure 4.2a and 4.2b). Just as

with passive microwave observations, the intensity of the backscattered signal

from the ground surface is strongly sensitive to changes in water content (e.g.,

Ulaby et al., 1978, 1979). RAR instruments have a spatial resolution on the order

of 10’s of km and a daily to semi-daily repeat time. In contrast, SAR instru-

ments have a much higher spatial resolution, typically on the order of 10-100 m,
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but a longer repeat time of 6-12 days. Often, only the backscatter amplitude of

SAR data is used to estimate soil moisture C.-a. Liu et al. (2019); Kornelsen &

Coulibaly (2013); Balenzano et al. (2011). The soil moisture product produced

by Copernicus Global Land Operations uses an amplitude change-detection ap-

proach (CGLOPS-1, Bauer-Marschallinger et al., 2018), and we apply this ap-

proach with Sentinel-1a/b amplitude data. The Sentinel/SMAP soil moisture

product (Das et al., 2019) applies the active/passive algorithm developed for

the original design of the SMAP satellite (Das et al., 2014; Entekhabi et al., 2014),

but adjusted to use the Sentinel-1 SAR backscatter amplitude to disaggregate

the coarser resolution observations from the 40km resolution SMAP L-band

radiometer.

Optical remote sensing instruments such as Sentinel-2 and the Landsat satel-

lites (Figure 4.2i and 4.2j) observe at bands ranging between 0.4 - 2.5 µm (Wang

& Qu, 2009). The Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) and Perpendic-

ular Drought Index (PDI) are two examples of functions applied to optical and

thermal imagery to estimate soil moisture (e.g., Weidong et al., 2002; Jackson

et al., 2004; Zhang & Zhou, 2016). Multispectral imagery from Sentinel-2 and

Landsat have repeat times on the order of 6-12 days and a similar spatial reso-

lution to the Sentinel-1 SAR imagery. Optical data cannot penetrate clouds and

only interacts with the upper 7 µm - 2 mm of the ground surface (Ciani et al.,

2005), whereas the radar imagery discussed above is far less sensitive to clouds.

Radar imagery interacts with subsurface scatterers over depth ranges that are

on the order of the radar wavelength (few to 10’s of cm), and to a degree that

depends on the soil type and moisture content.

Data assimilation systems such as GLDAS (Berg et al., 2005) and SMOPS
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(Soil Moisture Operational Product System) (J. Liu et al., 2016) (Figure 4.2k and

4.2l) use a range of remotely sensed data and, in the case of GLDAS, ground-

based data, to drive the evolution of land surface models that output soil mois-

ture estimates. These datasets are typically provided at hourly or daily intervals,

and have spatial resolutions on the order of 10’s of km. GLDAS assimilates me-

teorological data and dynamic parameters of meteorological models to estimate

surface soil moisture (upper 5cm), including rain rate, cloud height, and mete-

orological forcing models. SMOPS integrates one active microwave and several

passive microwave soil moisture and precipitation datasets.

We focus on three of these datasets in our more detailed comparisons against

the InSAR-based results: SMAP, ASCAT, and GLDAS, representing one each

of passive microwave, active microwave, and assimilation products. We used

SMAP because it has been found to have overall lower errors than the other

passive microwave results (e.g., SMOS, AMSR2) when compared to ground ob-

servations (Kumar et al., 2018). We use ASCAT rather than CYGNSS out of the

active microwave observations, because of higher spatial resolution and more

regular coverage. Of the reanalysis products, we selected GLDAS, in part be-

cause SMOPS integrates more satellite-based microwave datasets, and, there-

fore, GLDAS is a more independent product to compare against our InSAR

coherence-based product. We do not perform further analysis of the retrievals

based on optical data, because of the lack of data due to cloud cover in the few

days immediately after the storm. Globally, in situ soil moisture data is rela-

tively sparse in arid regions with a small population density, and there are no

in situ observations available in our study area. Therefore, we cannot compare

our results to in situ data.
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4.3.2 InSAR Coherence Data and Modeling

For the InSAR portion of our study, we use complex-valued C-band SAR im-

agery from the Sentinel-1a/b satellites, which have ∼2×14 m pixels at full resolu-

tion. Some of the dates were acquired during the storms, when there was active

rainfall occurring - we do not use these dates in our analysis (Supplemental Ta-

ble C.1). Chapter 3 describes in detail the methodology we developed to retrieve

a soil moisture estimate for each SAR date, si. We estimate the expected value

over a box with dimensions fifteen pixels in range and four pixels in azimuth,

which corresponds to a ground dimension of approximately 35 m in range and

56 m in azimuth. We transform our final results from coordinates in the radar

viewing geometry (slant range and along-track) to geographic coordinates at a

grid spacing of ∼100×100 m pixels. Coherence magnitude depends on several

factors, including surface properties, differences between satellite observing po-

sitions, and the similarity between the reflective properties of the ground at the

two acquisition times. These factors are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

4.3.3 Time Series Parameterization to Characterize Soil Mois-

ture Evolution

The two precipitation events we observe here are each characterized by an initial

increase in soil moisture, followed by a period of time (∼days to weeks) where

the soil moisture slowly returns to its previous level (Figure 4.3b-e). This behav-

ior can be characterized by an exponential decay function, which has been used

in previous studies modelin]g soil moisture (e.g., Wagner et al., 1999; Schlosser

& Milly, 2002). To facilitate comparison between datasets with different tempo-
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Figure 4.3: (a) Predicted soil moisture index (Eq. 4.1), evaluated 10 days af-
ter Cyclone Mekunu (black outlines indicate frames T28 and T130). Pink, pur-
ple, and green boxes show the location and size of a single SMAP, ASCAT, and
GLDAS pixel, respectively. (b-e) InSAR coherence, γi j, for all possible interfero-
metric pairs for the location indicated by the symbol (circle or diamond) in each
panel. The two locations are within the coarser resolution pixels indicated in
(a). The location indicated by the diamond experienced a longer-lived change
in InSAR coherence, whereas the point indicated by the circle experienced a
shorter-lived change.
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ral and spatial resolutions, we fit an exponential decay function independently

to each of the 4 comparison datasets (coherence-derived soil moisture index,

SMAP, ASCAT, and GLDAS) for both Cyclone Mekunu and Cyclone Luban. A

small rain event in November locally complicates the InSAR results for Cyclone

Luban, so areas affected by this smaller event are masked (Figure C.3).

To characterize each precipitation event, we solve for the magnitude, A j(x),

and decay timescale, T c
j (x) of the exponential decay term for each event that,

when summed over the j = n known events, best fits the soil moisture index

(si), at every pixel, x:

fi(x) =

n∑
j=1

A j(x)e(t j−ti)/T c
j (x)H(ti − t j) (4.1)

where ti and t j refer to the time of the radar image and the rain event, respec-

tively, and H is the Heaviside function. We solve for the best-fit values with a

nonlinear trust region reflective algorithm (e.g., Steihaug, 1983). Both the decay

timescale, T c
j (x), and the magnitude, A j(x), are affected by both the land surface

properties and the total amount of precipitation within a given pixel. Supple-

mental Figure C.4 shows coherence-derived soil moisture time series and expo-

nential fits (if applicable) for pixels located within several different land cover

types, including a site that remained flooded for several weeks (Figure C.4g)

and that does follow the same exponential decay behavior as the other sites.

Because both the decay timescale, T c
j (x), and the magnitude, A j(x) vary

throughout the study area, and because the observations from different tracks

and from the other comparison datasets are not always on the same dates, we

show the predicted value of fi at a given time (e.g., 10 days post-storm) within
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several of the figures in this paper.

For the other datasets that we use in comparison, most have a non-zero back-

ground value and varying degrees of seasonal variability, resulting in correla-

tions over time scales shorter than the time between the two cyclones. There-

fore, we invert for the exponential decay terms for each of the two storms sep-

arately, using data beginning on the day before the storm until the next large

event, and also solving for an offset term, o j(x):

fi(x) = A j(x)e(t j−ti)/T c
j (x)

+ o j(x), t j − 1 ≤ ti < t( j+1) (4.2)

As can be seen in Figure 4.4, the signal associated with Cyclone Mekunu

decays quickly relative to the time between the two events, so our use of only

the data between the two events is not likely to impact our inferred value for

the timescale.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Overview of Cyclone Mekunu Observations

Figure 4.2 shows soil moisture metrics for all datasets on the earliest observa-

tion on or after May 26th, when the majority of Cyclone Mekunu had passed

through the study region. The InSAR coherence-derived soil moisture results

capture a distinct boundary between wet and dry regions along the eastern edge

of the storm (Figures 4.1b and 4.2a), and northwest-southeast lineations (Figure

4.1b). Coherence values in regions where two SAR tracks overlap are consistent
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the passive microwave datasets (a), coherence-
derived and active RAR microwave datasets (b), and assimilation products (c).
All the time series shown here were sampled from the same location, which is
indicated by a yellow dot in Figure 4.2.

with each other (sample points shown in Figure 4.3b-e), implying that the SAR

viewing geometry does not strongly affect the coherence-derived soil moisture

metric. Regions of consistently low coherence that are associated with sand

dunes, open water, and agriculture are masked out in these figures and are not

used in the analyses or comparisons shown below.

The spatial extent of the soil moisture changes associated with Cyclone

Mekunu as imaged by SMAP, SMOS, AMSR2, ASCAT, CYGNSS, GLDAS, and

SMOPS agrees broadly with the InSAR coherence results (Figure 4.2). The SAR

amplitude data (Figure 4.2b) captures the same lineations on the eastern-most

edge of Cyclone Mekunu that we see in the InSAR coherence results. The
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Sentinel-2 optical retrievals, NDWI and PDI, show some features that correlate

with those seen in the SAR products. In particular, lineations north of those fea-

tured in Figure 4.2a-b that are centered around 17.5N, 54.0E correlate to similar

features in the coherence-derived and amplitude datasets. The optical datasets

also identify regions filled with standing or flowing water in the aftermath of

Cyclone Mekunu, such as ephemeral riverbeds and inter-dune sabkhas where

standing water was noted after the event (al Harbi, 2018; NASA, 2018).

4.4.2 Detailed Data Comparison: Coherence vs. SMAP, AS-

CAT, and GLDAS

In this section, we compare the spatial distribution and the best-fit exponential

decay timescale terms for the coherence-derived, SMAP, ASCAT, and GLDAS

results following Cyclone Mekunu. This emphasis on time scale allows us to

compare products with different units. We focus our comparison on the two

regions of overlap between the three SAR tracks, where the InSAR coherence

data is sampled every 6 days instead of every 12 days (Figure 4.5a).

Spatial variability

The coherence-derived and SMAP, ASCAT, and GLDAS datasets are in general

agreement regarding the spatial extent of increased soil moisture after Cyclone

Mekunu (Figure 4.6a-d). However, the higher resolution coherence-derived re-

sults reveal details that are not resolved by the other datasets. This is best ob-

served on the eastern edge of the area affected by the cyclone, where we observe
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Figure 4.5: Soil moisture decay timescales, T c, following Cyclone Mekunu. (a)
Map view showing the soil moisture index decay timescale, T c, in the region
surrounding the two SAR frame overlap regions (white outlines). The red cross
indicates the location of the time series shown in Figure 4.4. Boxes outline the
SMAP (pink), ASCAT (purple), and GLDAS (green) pixels within the SAR frame
overlap regions. The inset shows the zoomed in region indicated by the black
box. (b) Colored histograms show the distribution of the coherence-derived de-
cay timescales within each SMAP, ASCAT, and GLDAS pixel outlined in the (a)
inset. The vertical lines show the decay timescale for each corresponding SMAP,
ASCAT, and GLDAS pixel in the (a) inset. (c) X-axis: T c and 1σ confidence in-
tervals for all the SMAP, ASCAT, and GLDAS pixels outlined in (a). (c) Y-axis:
maximum likelihood and 1σ confidence interval of a best fit log-normal dis-
tribution for the coherence-derived T c values within each corresponding com-
parison dataset pixel. Larger circles outlined in black identify the comparison
dataset pixels shown in (b). A 1:1 reference line is shown in black.
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sharp, northwest-southeast trending lineations, perhaps due to microbursts as-

sociated with the edge of the storm (Figure 4.6a). The edge of the soil mois-

ture anomaly appears much more gradual in the three comparison datasets, al-

though that may be primarily due to spatial resolution (particularly for ASCAT,

Figure 4.6c). Within some regions where the coherence-derived results show

lineations with clear increases in soil moisture during the storm, the SMAP and

ASCAT models show little to no increase in soil moisture (example in Figure

C.6). The GLDAS model shows a much broader soil moisture anomaly across

the entire region covered by Track 130.

Similarly, for Cyclone Luban (Figure 4.6e-h), the higher-resolution

coherence-derived results include many features that are at smaller spatial

scales than the resolution of the other datasets. A broad region of increased

moisture that shows up to the northeast of the main region in Figure 4.6e is also

resolved for within the SMAP product (6f), but not within the others.

Temporal variability

The decay timescale, T c
j (x), from the exponential fit to each soil moisture dataset

is a useful metric for examining their differing sensitivity to the soil moisture

change during each storm, as the timescale is independent of factors that may

impact the magnitude of the inferred soil moisture change (Entekhabi, Reichle,

et al., 2010). However, the differing spatial scales of the pixels present a chal-

lenge to such comparisons. For example, the soil moisture change within a sin-

gle pixel for the coarser dataset can be quite spatially complex, to a degree that

can be seen in the higher-resolution coherence-derived results (Figure 4.5b). Fig-

ure 4.5b illustrates how the distribution of coherence-derived timescales within
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Figure 4.6: Predicted soil moisture two days post-storm following Cyclone
Mekunu (the May event) and Cyclone Luban (the October event) for: InSAR
coherence-based soil moisture index in (a) and (e), SMAP data in (b) and (f),
ASCAT data in (c) and (g), and GLDAS data in (d) and (h). SAR frames are out-
lined in black. The grey lines in each panel show the approximate limit of rain-
fall for each rain event as observed by the coherence-derived data. The dashed
line delineates the boundary between sand dunes (north of the dashed line) and
Tertiary sediments (south of the dashed line).

each pixel of the coarser comparison datasets can cover quite a wide range.

The decay timescales inferred from the SMAP and ASCAT soil moisture data

are shorter than those from the coherence-derived soil moisture data, falling

mainly to the left of the 1:1 reference line in Figure 4.5c. The decay timescales

inferred from the GLDAS data are scattered more evenly about the 1:1 reference

line.
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4.4.3 Overview of Cyclone Luban results

Cyclone Luban occurred in October 2018 (5 months after Cyclone Mekunu), and

was less severe than Cyclone Mekunu, with lower sustained wind speeds and

less total precipitation. The smaller total precipitation of Cyclone Luban is re-

flected in the smaller overall increase in soil moisture from pre- to post-storm in

the SMAP, ASCAT, GLDAS, and coherence-derived datasets (Figure 4.6). We ob-

serve lineations oriented WNW-ESE (parallel to the dominant wind direction) in

the coherence-derived data, although they are less distinct than those observed

following Cyclone Mekunu. As expected, these lineations are not observed in

the SMAP, ASCAT, or GLDAS datasets due to their coarser resolution.

The SMAP, ASCAT, GLDAS, and coherence-derived datasets show general

agreement in the spatial extent of Cyclone Luban. Just as with Cyclone Mekunu,

the eastern edge of Cyclone Luban as characterized by ASCAT and SMAP data

agrees well with the extent inferred from the coherence-derived data, whereas

the edge of the GLDAS-derived results extends farther east than the other

datasets. In this region farther to the east, the precipitation model (GSMAP,

Figure C.1a) does report a small amount of rain (∼10 mm).

The coherence-derived dataset reveals a 30×60 km isolated region of in-

creased soil moisture in addition to the main region affected by the storm (out-

lined in grey in Figure 4.6e and overlaid in Figure 4.6f-h for comparison with the

other observation types). The SMAP data also shows an increase in soil mois-

ture within this smaller region; although this increase is small compared to the

change within the main region affected by the rain event, it is larger than the

increase observed in adjacent pixels. The ASCAT and GLDAS data also record

a non-zero increase in soil moisture within this smaller region, however this
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increase is not greater than the values of the adjacent pixels.

4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 Northwest-southeast lineations

The lineations observed along the northeastern edge of the storm are consistent

with the north-northwestward track of Cyclone Mekunu and Cyclone Luban

as they made landfall (IMD, 2018a), and do not correlate with ground prop-

erties such as land cover or topographic relief (Figure C.5). The lineations are

a robust feature within the InSAR coherence time series, persisting over sev-

eral subsequent acquisitions with consistent spatial patterns in areas where the

tracks overlap. Previous work in Chile found that InSAR coherence data was

sensitive enough to observe similar lineations aligned with dominant wind di-

rections following large rain events (Scott et al., 2017; Jordan et al., 2020). The

northwest-southeast lineations observed in the InSAR coherence data are also

apparent in the InSAR amplitude, but are less apparent in other coarser datasets.

The optical products (30 m resolution) are the only datasets with high enough

resolution to potentially capture the individual lineations, and although some

lineations can be seen in the northern portion of T130, they are hampered by

heavy cloud cover in the early days after the storm.
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4.5.2 Soil Moisture Sensitivity of Coherence Results Compared

with SMAP and ASCAT

Both the temporal and spatial trends discussed in the previous section suggest

that, in our study region, the InSAR coherence-derived data and other datasets

have some significant differences in their sensitivity to soil moisture. For exam-

ple, in the vicinity of the northwest-southeast lineations that are clearly visible

in the InSAR coherence results, some of the corresponding SMAP and ASCAT

pixels show no change associated with the timing of Cyclone Mekunu (Figure

C.6). The GSMAP model of total precipitation during the storm (Figure 4.1a)

suggests that there was little to no precipitation covering the eastern side of

Track 130, which agrees with the lack of coherence change seen in the InSAR

data. However, some of the other datasets, particularly GLDAS, suggest that

there were increases in soil moisture within that region. There are also signif-

icant differences between inferred decay timescales for the SMAP and ASCAT

data compared to the coherence-derived dataset (Figures 4.3-4.5). In regions

where a large change in soil moisture is observed for all datasets, the decay

timescale inferred from SMAP and ASCAT is significantly shorter than that in-

ferred from the InSAR coherence results.

There are several potential explanations for the discrepancy between SMAP,

ASCAT, and the coherence-derived decay timescales. First, the datasets them-

selves are quite different: SMAP passively records surface microwave emis-

sions using real aperture L-band radar and ASCAT is an active, real aperture

C-band radar, whereas the InSAR coherence results are derived from C-band

observations from Sentinel-1, an active SAR platform. The two wavelengths

will interact with the surface and subsurface in different ways, with longer
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wavelengths having more sensitivity to material properties at greater depths

than shorter wavelengths (e.g., Owe & Van de Griend, 1998). Thus, the L-band

SMAP data is likely more sensitive to soil moisture changes within a deeper

range of the subsurface compared to the C-band Sentinel-1 or ASCAT data.

The observed shorter timescales associated with SMAP may potentially indicate

that the largest and longest-lived soil moisture changes were relatively shallow,

whereas the soil moisture change at greater depths was less extreme. However,

the coherence-derived data has a longer soil moisture signal compared to AS-

CAT which is also an observation at C-band with the same polarization as the

Sentinel-1 data (VV), suggesting that wavelength or polarization alone cannot

explain the different timescales.

Another major difference is that SMAP and ASCAT data have much larger

pixels than the InSAR coherence-derived data. The resolution of the data is im-

portant not just because of the detail it provides, but because of the potential

averaging of real heterogeneity within the resolved pixels. The soil moisture es-

timate for a given pixel of any dataset is not necessarily a simple spatial average

of the true soil moisture value of the area within the pixel. Depending on the

surface properties, the backscattered energy (and inferred soil moisture) from a

pixel can be dominated by one or several scatterers. For the coarser resolution

datasets considered here, a single pixel may contain many land cover types, and

the single value of soil moisture assigned to that pixel may only be representa-

tive of a small area or particular land cover type that dominates the backscat-

tered energy received by the satellite. This may be a contributing factor to the

shorter decay timescale of SMAP and ASCAT data, as it is possible that regions

that have shorter decay timescales may also dominate the emission/backscatter

(e.g., Ulaby et al., 1981, 1982). For instance, a region of rocky terrain adjacent
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to a flat, sandy plain may have a shorter-lived soil moisture response, and may

also dominate the spatially-averaged amplitude as imaged by SMAP or ASCAT.

Finally, the global scale of SMAP, ASCAT, and GLDAS requires some degree

of generalization and the in situ data that informs these retrievals are not equally

well-sampled worldwide, with fewer measurements in hyper-arid regions that

have low population density and minimal agriculture (e.g., de Jeu et al., 2008;

Pierdicca et al., 2013; Burgin et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018). InSAR coherence-

based metrics will be noisier in regions with more vegetation than we see in

this study, but can provide high spatial-resolution estimates of soil moisture

variability in arid to hyper-arid environments (e.g., Jordan et al., 2020).

4.5.3 Soil Moisture Sensitivity of Coherence Results Compared

with GLDAS

In contrast to the SMAP and ASCAT cases, the GLDAS-derived decay

timescales are more similar to those from the coherence-derived results.

GLDAS, a reanalysis product, uses meteorological forcing data such as cloud

height and precipitation rate combined with models governing the rates of wa-

ter transport, percolation, and evaporation to predict soil moisture.

For both Cyclone Mekunu and Cyclone Luban, the GLDAS data shows

abrupt changes in the inferred temporal evolution of soil moisture at locations

where there is a change in the surface geology, particularly in a region where

there is a change from Tertiary sediments in the southeast, to sand dunes in

the northwest (dashed line, Figure 4.6). The GLDAS data also shows an in-
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crease in soil moisture further east than the coherence-derived data following

both rain events, ending approximately near the eastern edge of T130 (Figure

4.2). Neither a change correlated with land surface classification boundaries,

nor rainfall occurring as far east as the eastern edge of T130, is observed in any

other soil moisture dataset or the Cyclone Mekunu precipitation model results

(GSMAP, Figure 4.1a). However, the precipitation results following Cyclone

Luban (Figure C.1a) shows the edge of rainfall extending farther eastward than

the other soil moisture datasets, and similarly oriented to the aforementioned

surface geology boundary. Thus, we cannot definitively attribute the difference

in the spatial extent of GLDAS to one factor; these differences may highlight an

overemphasis on underlying ancillary data such as land surface classification

boundaries, but may also simply reflect the input precipitation data.

4.5.4 Cyclone Mekunu vs. Cyclone Luban: Inter-storm compar-

ison of coherence-derived results

The high spatial resolution of the coherence-based product allows us to examine

how the decay timescales compare across the region where it rained in both Cy-

clone Mekunu and Cyclone Luban (Figure 4.7). Across the subset of pixels that

experienced between 50-200 mm of precipitation during both rain events, we

find that the ground surface dries out more slowly after Cyclone Luban (Figure

4.7a). One explanation could be that it is related to the season and timing of the

two cyclones; the mean ground surface temperature in our study region was,

on average, 5.4 degrees lower following Cyclone Luban than Cyclone Mekunu

Moriyama (2014). However, if we isolate regions where it rained significantly
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Figure 4.7: Scatter plots colored by point density compare the coherence-
derived decay timescales for Cyclone Luban and Cyclone Mekunu, which oc-
curred during May and October of 2018, respectively. Both plots only show
pixels sampled from the two SAR frame overlap regions, and that have a decay
timescale and magnitude error of <5 days and <0.1, respectively. We use the
GSMAP precipitation data shown in Figures 4.1a and C.1a to sort pixels in the
following fashion: (a) pixels that experienced between 50 - 200 mm of total pre-
cipitation during both events, and, (b)pixels that experienced greater than 100
mm more rainfall during Cyclone Mekunu than Cyclone Luban. Also plotted
are the decay timescales for SMAP (circle), ASCAT (cross), and GLDAS (dia-
mond) pixels that contain a coherence-derived pixel that is plotted in (a) or (b).

more (>100 mm) during Cyclone Mekunu than Cyclone Luban, we find slightly

longer decay timescales for Cyclone Mekunu (Figure 4.7b). This is what we

would expect, as areas that received more rainfall may take longer to return

to their original state. We were not able to resolve a similar pattern with the

comparison datasets within the same region (Figure 4.7, grey symbols) likely

because of their coarse spatial resolution.
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4.6 Conclusions

Monitoring soil moisture in hyper-arid regions supports the efforts of re-

searchers to better understand the impact of climate change and the likely

changes in the frequency of flooding events and related impacts on the bio-

sphere. We show that the temporal variability of InSAR coherence can provide

a proxy for soil moisture at high spatial resolution that could serve as a com-

plement to other satellite- and assimilation-based products and that could be

incorporated into future soil moisture metrics. Our time series approach min-

imizes the impact of other factors that contribute to the phase coherence, such

as variations in surface roughness and slope, or permanent changes associated

with erosion or deposition. We see very similar results along regions where

adjacent tracks overlap, suggesting that there is not a strong dependence on

viewing geometry. The impact of soil moisture change on InSAR coherence in

our study region is longer-lived than the impact on observations of backscatter

or emission from active and passive microwave platforms. This could reflect

a different dependence on depth for the phase as compared to the amplitude

of these observation types, but could also be related to how the heterogeneity

of the surface scattering properties affects radar observations at such different

spatial resolutions.

Within the coherence-based results for the two cyclones studied here, we

see differences in the decay timescales that are consistent with a larger amount

of precipitation during Cyclone Mekunu and slightly warmer temperatures af-

ter Cyclone Luban. Areas with more vegetation would tend to have stronger

decorrelation than we see here, particularly in interferograms spanning longer

time intervals. Going forward, upcoming missions will enhance the diversity of
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wavelengths, viewing geometries, and polarizations that are available for this

style of research. This increase in data types and volume will help resolve some

of the outstanding questions on the relevant depth ranges that InSAR coherence

changes are sensitive to, as well as the relative importance of surface scattering

vs. interaction with the subsurface volume.
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CHAPTER 5

SOIL AND SENSIBILITY: THE IMPACT AND MITIGATION OF SOIL

MOISTURE CHANGE ON INSAR PHASE

5.1 Abstract

With the expanding SAR catalog and methodologies that allow researchers to

constrain deformation signals with greater and greater accuracy, it has become

apparent that the InSAR community needs to work towards a more integrated

understanding of the impact of soil moisture on all aspects of SAR data, includ-

ing phase, magnitude, polarity, downlooking, filtering, and coherence. Here,

we intercompare the effect of soil moisture on InSAR data following two large

cyclones that impacted the southern Arabian Peninsula in 2018. The eastern

edges of both rain events are roughly co-located, and the data show distinct

boundaries between regions that experienced rain and those that did not. These

two conditions allow us to compare differing degrees of ground surface wetting

across short spatial scales, and investigate the repeatability of the soil mois-

ture response after rain events in the same region. We examine the impact

soil moisture has on the interferometric phase, impacts of spatial averaging on

phase (triplet phase closure), coherence, and simultaneously collected dual po-

larization data. We also explore the implications of spatial averaging on both

complex-valued data and different noise distributions. We show that soil mois-

ture variability can cause a bias to both triplet phase closure and interferometric

phase, and constrain the degree to which this bias would propagate into esti-

mates of velocity in InSAR ground displacement time series. We also find that

the soil moisture-related signals from the two different rain events follow simi-
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lar patterns, and scale with the total precipitation at a given location. These ex-

citing results provide a foundation for an empirical framework that can be used

to mitigate the effect of soil moisture in InSAR data. Finally, this study high-

lights the utility of analyzing soil moisture changes in hyper-arid regions where

their impact can be clearly separated and characterized, allowing the findings

to then be applied to regions with more complicated phase contributions.

5.2 Introduction

InSAR estimates of ground deformation have vastly improved over the past few

decades, but some spatially and temporally coherent signals that are unrelated

to processes at depth (e.g., earthquakes, volcanoes, groundwater withdrawal)

are still present in modern, densely sampled SAR catalogs. These include land

surface change (e.g., logging), atmospheric variation, and soil and vegetation

moisture. The overall goal of this study, and a major goal of the InSAR commu-

nity, is to expand the ability of InSAR to measure ground deformation research

in these areas by characterizing signals from non-deforming sources such that

they can be removed. Here, we apply our analysis to data from the hyper-

arid Arabian Peninsula, however the findings of this study are applicable to

regions that have more variable soil moisture conditions such as agricultural

areas or low lying, flood-prone regions that undergo subsidence from ground-

water withdrawal (e.g., Murray & Lohman, 2018; Schepanski et al., 2012).

Here, I expand upon previous chapters by analyzing not only coherence

as it relates to soil moisture variability, but also polarimetric InSAR phase,

triplet phase closure, and downlooking. I show how soil moisture variability
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affects InSAR time series, and discuss potential avenues for the mitigation of

soil moisture-related decorrelation and phase biasing.

5.2.1 Previous studies assessing the impact of soil moisture on

InSAR phase

Most InSAR deformation studies address soil moisture-related phase contribu-

tions by assuming it is normally distributed, temporally incoherent noise. Thus,

methods to mitigate this signal rely on spatial and temporal filtering and do not

attempt to characterize the phase contribution itself. Studies that specifically

address soil moisture phase contributions generally fall into one or sometimes

both of two categories. First are theory-based approaches that model the physics

of SAR signal interactions. These approaches typically propose a mathematical

formulation describing the interaction between the radar signal and scatterers

distributed within the upper few to 10’s of cm beneath the surface. Second are

data-driven approaches, where researchers explore different facets or dimen-

sions of SAR data, such as coherence and the impacts of spatial averaging on

the complex-valued phase (triplet phase closure), in order to estimate the phase

contribution due to soil moisture. With the recent additions of SAR catalogs that

sample at high resolution in both space and time, there has been an increasing

interest in these empirical methods, including the work presented in this chap-

ter. Below I will provide a brief overview of studies that take one or both of

these approaches.

Theoretical approaches that quantify the impact of soil moisture variability

on InSAR data focus on the impact of the changes in the dielectric permittivity
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and size, orientation, and distribution of scatterers on the surface and within the

shallow subsurface (upper few to 10’s of cm). Numerical (e.g., Rabus et al., 2010)

and analytical (e.g., De Zan et al., 2014; Ansari et al., 2018) formulations have

been proposed to estimate the overall impact on interferometric phase, while

other studies focus on the impact on different characteristics of the phase such

as discrepancies that exist between a set of any three spatially averaged interfer-

ograms spanning three dates (triplet phase closure) and spatial noise in a single

interferogram (coherence) (De Zan et al., 2015; Zwieback et al., 2017; Molan et

al., 2020; Molan & Lu, 2020). Studies that compare in-situ soil moisture mea-

surements with InSAR phase typically seek to constrain relationships between

variation in soil moisture and coherent changes in phase (i.e., a bias, not simply

additional normally distributed noise) (e.g., Conde et al., 2019). These have been

interpreted as the mechanical expansion and contraction of the ground surface,

a change in the average scattering height resulting from changes in the dielectric

permittivity, or a combination of the two.

Empirical studies that aim to isolate the impacts on InSAR phase from

changes in the dielectric constant rather than from soil-moisture-related defor-

mation are few due to the lack of dense, long time series until relatively recently.

De Zan & Gomba (2018) build on the theory-based work of De Zan et al. (2014)

and De Zan et al. (2015) by testing a method to solve for soil moisture for each

SAR acquisition date by using coherence, triplet phase closure, and indepen-

dent soil moisture datasets such as SMAP to address the sign ambiguity (i.e.,

a wet-to-dry pair looks the same as dry-to-wet pair). Michaelides et al. (2019)

invert the triplet phase closure of all possible image triplets to solve for the

decorrelative component of each interferogram. They produce corrected inter-

ferograms by removing the estimated decorrelative component from each inter-
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ferogram, and compare the mean velocity of a time series using the unwrapped

corrected and uncorrected interferograms from the central valley of California,

USA. They find that even in regions with high coherence (coherence>0.7), the

uncorrected and corrected data velocity estimates differ by several mm/yr. This

study highlights that even small degrees of decorrelation can introduce system-

atic biases to estimates of ground deformation. The basis of this study is similar

to the methodology presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis, where we use interfer-

ometric coherence, rather than triplet phase closure, to isolate the impact of soil

moisture on the interferometric phase. Michaelides & Zebker (2020) furthers

this work by combining the approach taken in Michaelides et al. (2019) with a

theoretical model of the dielectric properties and subsurface scatterer distribu-

tion to estimate soil moisture.

5.3 Impact of soil moisture on interferometric phase and triplet

phase closure

As discussed in Section 3.3.1, an increase in soil moisture increases the dielectric

constant of the surface and shallow subsurface. As a result, the radar return is

dominated by shallower substrates in wet soils, whereas in dry soil (particularly

in sand) there may be significant interaction with the subsurface over distances

of several wavelengths or more (e.g., McCauley et al., 1982). The changing con-

tributions from scatterers within a pixel change the path length of the radar, and

results in both reduced coherence (Figure 5.1) and a phase bias between two

images that were acquired at different soil moisture conditions (Figure 5.2). Re-

duced coherence due to soil moisture variability is a well known and expected
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phenomenon, however the magnitude and occurrence of phase bias is not well

understood. One metric that can help reveal when phase biases is present is

called triplet phase closure, defined as:

Ξ =< AB∗ >< BC∗ >< AC∗ >∗ (5.1)

Where Ξ is the complex-valued triplet phase closure, A, B, and C are

complex-valued SLC images acquired on three consecutive dates, <> denotes a

spatial average, and ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. The triplet phase closure

is arg(Ξ), however for brevity, we refer to the triplet phase closure below simply

as Ξ. By definition, the triplet phase closure at full resolution (i.e., no spatial

averaging) is zero for all pixels. However, when the three interferograms AB∗,

BC∗, and AC∗ are spatially averaged, Ξ will be non-zero except in the case where

no noise or strain is present in any of the three interferograms (i.e., the signal

is smooth at the spatial scale over which averaging is performed). Decorrela-

tion from any source that is present within the spatial averaging window has a

high likelihood of producing a non-zero value of Ξ, and Ξ increases with greater

amounts of decorrelation.

If the random component of noise introduced by soil moisture variability

is normally distributed, the expected value of Ξ is zero, even if the soil mois-

ture variation introduces an overall positive or negative shift to the data. Phase

biases within Ξ occurs when the statistical distribution of phase values due to

some change is asymmetric, and this change persists but decreases in magni-

tude over multiple images. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3, which shows the

triplet phase closure for 5 different scenarios. In each scenario, we generate

three synthetic SLCs with different synthetic noise distributions (Figure 5.3f-j)
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that represent the noise contribution from different real life scenarios, and es-

timate the triplet phase closure for a spatially averaged region of 9, 25, and

100 pixels (Figure 5.3a-e). The noise distributions we sampled from were ei-

ther zero-mean normally (Gaussian) distributed or zero-mean asymmetrically

distributed. We chose to use a generalized extreme value asymmetric distribu-

tion, as we could easily set the mean value to zero; however, any other type

of asymmetric distribution could be used. The standard deviation of the noise

distributions was estimated for each value of coherence (Eq. 5.2). We generated

500,000 estimates for each coherence interval, which were then averaged to de-

termine the triplet phase closure expected value and 1σ error bounds. The five

scenarios we test are as follows: (1) A symmetric noise distribution on date A,

an asymmetric noise distribution on date B, and a symmetric noise distribution

on date C plus the asymmetric noise distribution from date B, the severity of

which has decayed by half, (i.e., C = 0.5B) (Figure 5.3a, f). (2) A symmetric

noise distribution on date A, an asymmetric noise source on date B that is not

present in (i.e., decays completely before) date C, and a symmetric noise distri-

bution on date C (Figure 5.3b, g). (3) A symmetric noise distribution on date A,

an asymmetric noise distribution on date B, and a symmetric noise distribution

on date C plus the asymmetric noise distribution from date B (Figure 5.3c, h).

(4) Three asymmetric noise distributions on dates A, B, and C (Figure 5.3d, i).

Triplet phase closure resulting from a symmetric noise distribution on date A, a

symmetric noise distribution on date B, and a symmetric noise distribution on

date C plus the symmetric noise distribution from date B, the severity of which

has decayed by half, (i.e., C = 0.5B) (Figure 5.3e, j).

Asymmetric distributions of the phase associated with soil moisture changes

that are correlated over time is expected, as the relative strength of scatterers at
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various depths should change in a predictable way as soil moisture increases

and decreases, but the position and depth of those scatterers will often remain

fairly constant over time. Each “family” of scatterers (e.g., a group of scatterers

that occur at a similar depth) will produce some arbitrary mean phase value,

and that mean will be different from the phase produced by a different family

of scatterers at a different depth. When soil moisture changes, the relative con-

tribution from different families of scatterers (i.e., different depths) also changes,

and this produces an asymmetric distribution. An example of this effect can be

seen in real data (Figure 5.2a). The interferogram AB* that was formed between

a date right before the rain event (A) and a date 2 days after the rain event (B)

shows a wide, asymmetric distribution of phase due to the decorrelative effect

between dates of different soil moisture states. Interferogram BC*, where C is

a date 14 days after the event, has a more symmetric distribution of scatterers

due to the more similar moisture states of dates B and C. However, date C was

less moist than date B, evidenced by the interferogram AC* where asymmetry is

still present but the interferogram is overall more coherent (i.e., less scatter) than

interferogram AB*. In contrast, Figure 5.2b shows results from the same three

dates A, B, and C, but for a region that did not experience a change in soil mois-

ture. All three interferograms are highly coherent and the noise distributions

are all symmetric.

Most sources of decorrelation (e.g., movement of sand dunes, human dis-

turbance) result in permanent change, where any change in the distribution of

scatterers persists indefinitely and/or is overprinted by a different occurrence

of decorrelation. Even if a change in the scatterer distribution causes an asym-

metric distribution of phase, it will not cause a triplet phase closure bias (Figure

5.3c-d). In addition, a bias will not be present if the change that causes an asym-
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metric distribution is present on only one date (Figure 5.3b), or if a symmetric

noise distribution decays over 2 dates (Figure 5.3e). Thus, a change in the soil

moisture conditions can cause triplet phase closure bias if the phase distribution

due to the soil moisture change is asymmetric, and if the surface does not dry

out and return to its original state before the second SAR image acquisition after

the rain event (Figure 5.3a).

There are several trade-offs between the size (i.e., number of pixels) of the

spatial averaging window, triplet phase closure, interferometric phase, as well

as coherence. For our simple example in Figure 5.3a (which contains no other

contributions to the phase from the atmosphere or real ground deformation),

the magnitude of the triplet phase closure bias increases with larger spatial av-

eraging windows. The effect of window size on the triplet phase closure 1σ

error bound depends on the average coherence of the three interferograms used

for the triplet phase closure metric. Smaller averaging windows have relatively

large error bounds than larger averaging windows for most values of coher-

ence. This relation appears to reverse for coherence values below 0.2-0.3, at

which point the coherence is so low that the phase is essentially random. Win-

dow size also impacts the average value and 1σ error bounds on the estimation

of coherence itself, where smaller windows have a positive bias (i.e., estimated

coherence is larger than true coherence) and larger error bounds than smaller

window sizes (Figure 3.6). The interferometric phase itself is also impacted by

spatial averaging, in that larger window sizes average over a greater number

of pixels, resulting in less noisy interferograms. However, larger window sizes

not only decrease the spatial resolution of the interferogram, but will also intro-

duce a larger, biased estimation of phase in regions with temporally coherent

soil moisture signals.
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5.3.1 Example with real data

An example of the triplet phase closure in real data spanning Cyclone Mekunu

(May 24, 2018) and calculated using a box size of 10×10 is shown in Figure 5.4.

The top panel contains only one “wet” date (2018/05/26), and therefore does

not have a biased estimation of triplet phase closure. However, there is still a

difference between the regions that did and did not experience rainfall. Regions

that did experience rainfall decreased in coherence, and therefore the uncer-

tainty of the value of triplet phase closure was larger, resulting in more scatter.

Regions that did not experience rainfall (white bands in Figure 5.4a-c) main-

tained high coherence over all date combinations, and therefore triplet phase

closure is well constrained and the error margin is small. Figure 5.4b-c both

contain at least two wet dates, where each consecutive date after 2018/05/26 is

less wet than the previous. As expected, the estimation of triplet phase is biased

in regions that were affected by rainfall (red areas).

5.4 Impact of soil moisture on dual polarimetric InSAR phase

When data from multiple polarizations are imaged by a satellite at the same

time, researchers have access to another dimension of data that aids in the dif-

ferentiation between signals associated with the troposphere, ground deforma-

tion, and vegetation or soil moisture. Dual polarimetric (hereinafter referred to

as “dual-pol”) data is when the backscatter of a polarized signal is measured in

both the same (co-polarized) and different (cross-polarized) polarizations as the

emitted signal. The Sentinel-1 mission was the first to provide regularly sam-

pled time series spanning 5+ years and freely available dual-pol data. In our
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Figure 5.1: Map view of interferometric phase within a 100x100 pixel win-
dow, for dry-dry (a), dry-wet (c), wet-less wet (e), and dry-less wet (g) date
pairs. (b), (d), (f), (h) visualize the data on the complex plane for each row-wise
corresponding interferogram, showing the phase values (red dots), the polar-
coordinate histogram of the phase values (blue bars), and the spatially averaged
complex vector (purple line), the magnitude of which is directly related to the
coherence or phase variance.
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Figure 5.2: Histogram of interferometric phase for three interferograms in a re-
gion that experienced an increase in soil moisture (a) and a region that did not
experience an increase in soil moisture (b) following a rain event that occurred
on 2018/05/24. The three interferograms AB*, BC*, and AC* were formed from
three SLCs acquired on consecutive dates A (2018/05/14), B (2018/05/26), and
C (2018/06/07). The data shown in (a) is the same data plotted in (c)-(h) in
Figure 5.1.

research area, the Sentinel time-series contains many dual-pol images acquired

at what are referred to as “VV” (vertically polarized signal sent out, vertical

return recorded) and “VH” (vertically polarized signal sent out, horizontal re-

turn recorded). Generally, vertically polarized signals interact most strongly

with vertically-oriented scatterers, such as trees or fence posts, whereas hor-

izontally polarized signals interact with horizontally oriented scatterers, such

as the ground surface. The cross-polarized signal (e.g., VH or HV) is typically

stronger where volume scattering dominates, such as forested regions, but it

also varies with changing ground surface properties such as soil moisture con-

tent. Typically, a significantly larger degree of the signal return is oriented in the
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Figure 5.3: Average triplet phase closure (lines) and 1σ error bounds (shaded
region) for a spatially averaged region of 9 pixels (pink), 25 pixels (green), and
100 pixels (blue) (top row) for different synthetic noise distributions (bottom
row), denoted as either symmetric ([s]) or asymmetric ([a]) over three consecu-
tive dates A (light grey), B (grey), and C (dark grey). For all these situations, the
only one that causes a bias in the expected value of triplet phase closure is an
asymmetric distribution that decays over multiple dates (a), (f).

same polarization as the emitted signal, resulting in a larger signal-to-noise ra-

tio and more coherent interferograms in VV or HH (i.e., horizontally polarized

signal and return) data. Thus, co-polarized imaging is the dominant mode used

in ground deformation studies.

When co- and cross-polarized interferograms from the same date pair are

compared, distinct differences appear in the wet (less coherent) versus dry

(more coherent) regions. An example of this can be seen in Figure 5.5(e) with

interferograms (Figure 5.5a,c) formed from one date before the rain event and

one date 2 days following the rain event. The phase difference between the VV

and VH interferograms is calculated by: VV · VH∗. At the edges of the rain

event, there is a distinct positive (red) difference between the VV and VH inter-
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Figure 5.4: Triplet phase closure for the date trios indicated on the lower left of
panels (a), (b), and (c), and multilooked by 10 pixels in both the range and az-
imuth directions. (a) contains only one “wet” date (2018/05/26), and therefore
does not have a biased estimation of triplet phase closure. (b) and (c) contain
at least two wet dates each, and therefore the estimation of triplet phase is bi-
ased in regions that were affected by rainfall (red regions). In (a), (b), and (c),
the whiter bands are regions that did not get wet, and therefore maintain high
coherence for all date combinations.
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ferograms. In the dry regions, the phase difference is small, scattered around

zero, and in the wettest regions, the VH interferograms become so noisy that

the phase difference approaches that of pure noise, distributed evenly between

−π and π (i.e., also scattered around zero). If we compare the VV and VH in-

terferograms (Figure 5.5b,d) formed with one date before the rain event and a

second date 14 days after the rain event, we see that the phase change between

these two interferograms (Figure 5.5f) has decreased significantly in magnitude.

However, in the regions affected by rainfall there remains a small but visible

positive bias. This is further illustrated in Figure 5.5g, where we plot a cross

section across both VV/VH difference date pairs. If the surface is too wet, the

VV/VH differences are not observable because of decorrelation. This is evident

in Figure 5.5g between 0 to ∼350 pixels, where the black line shows the shorter-

timescale pair. However, the longer-timescale pair (Figure 5.5g, grey line) in

the same region is coherent and can constrain the VV/VH difference due to soil

moisture at a later date. VV/VH differences can also be calculated at full res-

olution, unlike triplet phase closure and coherence, which necessarily require

some degree of spatial averaging. Different window sizes used for spatial av-

eraging will not bias the VV/VH results, although it does make the VV/VH

results less noisy. While the VV/VH combination is noisier than the other met-

rics considered here, the dependence on different polarizations means that it

has a distinctly different physical relationship to soil moisture than VV-only in-

formation.
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Figure 5.5: (a), (b) VV and (c), (d) VH interferograms of the same date pairs:
2018/05/14-2018/05/26 (dry - wet), and 2018/05/14-2018/06/07 (dry - less
wet). Both date pairs span tropical Cyclone Mekunu (2018/05/24). The region
shown here is located at the edge of the affected region where there are sharp
boundaries between areas that experienced rainfall and those that did not. An
increase in soil moisture due to rainfall can be seen in some regions of (a)-(d),
where a distinct decrease in coherence is evident in both the VV and VH interfer-
ograms. Coherent phase change in both the VV and VH interferograms in both
date pairs is a result of tropospheric delays, where each color cycle (blue-green-
red) represents a ∼3cm line-of-sight path delay. (e), (f) Phase difference between
VV and VH interferograms, where the VV interferograms are multiplied by the
complex conjugate of the VH interferograms, and spatially averaged by 10 pix-
els in both the range and azimuth directions. At the edges of the rain event,
there is a distinct positive (red) change between the VV and VH interferograms
in the first date pair difference (e), and a smaller positive change in the regions
that experience rainfall in the second date pair difference (f).
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5.5 A comprehensive analysis of coherence, closure phase, and

VV/VH differences

Coherence, triplet phase closure, and VV/VH differences are calculated using

very different types of analysis, and each provides unique insight into the im-

pact of soil moisture variability on InSAR phase. Here, we explore the repro-

ducibility of our results found in the previous two sections by comparing all

three of these metrics using data spanning Cyclone Mekunu (Figure 5.6a, May

2018) and Cyclone Luban (Figure 5.6b, October). Cyclone Luban affected a sim-

ilar region as Cyclone Mekunu. In addition, a small, localized rain event also

occurred near the eastern edge of Cyclone Luban in early November 2018 (Fig-

ure 5.6c). Cross sections showing coherence, triplet phase closure, and VV/VH

differences for data spanning Cyclone Mekunu are shown in Figure 5.7. The

same metrics are shown at a different location for data spanning Cyclone Luban

and the November event in Figure 5.8.

We observe the same sign, pattern, and relative timing of change in the

coherence, triplet phase closure, and VV/VH results for all three rain events.

However, we do not observe the same magnitude of change; there is more de-

viation from the “dry” state for all three metrics in the Cyclone Mekunu results

than in the Cyclone Luban results. Both cross sections sample regions which

have similar surface geology (Tertiary sediments, See Appendix C), and there-

fore we expect similar results if both regions experienced a similar amount of

rainfall. There may be a smaller signal in the Cyclone Luban results because of

the relatively smaller amount of rainfall (compared to Cyclone Mekunu) as well

as the more peripheral location of the cross section relative to the main region
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Figure 5.6: Coherence derived soil moisture 2 days after: (a) Cyclone Mekunu,
(b) Cyclone Luban, and (c) a small rain event in November, 2018. The coherence-
derived data was generated using the algorithm described in Chapter 3. The
cross section shown in Figure 5.7 is located in (a), and the cross section shown
in Figure 5.8 is located in both (b) and (c).

of rainfall. Our observations showing repeatable behavior and possible scaling

with the degree of wetting create a foundation upon which we can begin to test

methods to remove the impact of soil moisture from InSAR data.

5.6 Soil moisture phase bias error in InSAR deformation time

series

In Section 5.3, we show that triplet phase closure is biased when an asymmet-

ric noise distribution persists over more than one date, and that this bias may

also impact the interferometric phase. Here, we propagate this bias through

a simple linear inversion for secular rate (i.e., average deformation rate) using

synthetic InSAR data. We test three scenarios: 1. A control scenario in which

no rain events are introduced into the time series, 2. A hyper-arid region that

experiences two significant rain events per year, such as the southern Arabian

Peninsula or the Atacama desert, and 3. A less arid region that experiences
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Figure 5.7: Cross sections, located in Figure 5.6a, showing (a) coherence, (b)
triplet phase closure, and (c) VV/VH difference spanning six dates: 2018/05/02,
2018/05/14, 2018/05/26, 2018/06/07, 2018/06/19, and 2018/07/01. The inter-
ferograms used to calculate the coherence and VV/VH difference are the five
skip-zero (i.e., consecutive) interferograms that can be formed from the six dates
listed above: 2018/05/02 - 2018/05/14 (black), 02-2018/05/14 - 2018/05/26
(dark blue), 2018/05/26 - 2018/06/07 (light blue), 2018/06/07 - 2018/06/19
(yellow), and 2018/06/19 - 2018/07/01 (red). The four triplet phase closure
cross sections correspond to the date trios: 2018/05/02-2018/05/14-2018/05/26
(black), 02-2018/05/14 - 2018/05/26 - 2018/06/07 (dark blue), 2018/05/26
- 2018/06/07 - 2018/06/19 (light blue), and 2018/06/07 - 2018/06/19 -
2018/07/01 (yellow). The triplet phase closure in regions that have VH-derived
coherence value of <0.23 is masked out due to decorrelation. As indicated at the
top, the colors approximately correlate to the soil moisture content assuming
any soil moisture signal was caused by Cyclone Mekunu.
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Figure 5.8: Cross sections, located in Figure 5.6b-c, showing (a) coherence, (b)
triplet phase closure, and (c) VV/VH difference spanning six dates: 2018/09/23,
2018/10/05, 2018/10/17, 2018/10/29, 2018/11/10, 2018/11/22. The interfero-
grams used to calculate the coherence and VV/VH difference are the five skip-
zero (i.e., consecutive) interferograms that can be formed from the six dates
listed above: 2018/09/23 - 2018/10/05 (1, black), 2018/10/05 - 2018/10/17 (2,
dark blue), 2018/10/17 - 2018/10/29 (3, light blue), 2018/10/29 - 2018/11/10
(4, yellow), and 2018/11/10 - 2018/11/22 (5, red). The four triplet phase clo-
sure cross sections correspond to the date trios: 2018/09/23 - 2018/10/05 -
2018/10/17 (1, black), 2018/10/05 - 2018/10/17 - 2018/10/29 (2, dark blue),
2018/10/17 - 2018/10/29 - 2018/11/10 (3, light blue), and 2018/10/29 -
2018/11/10 - 2018/11/22 (4, yellow). The triplet phase closure in regions that
have VH-derived coherence value of <0.23 is masked out due to decorrela-
tion. The region affected by Cylcone Luban is highlighted in green, and the
regions affected by a smaller rain event that occurred after Cyclone Luban on
2018/11/08 (located in Figure 5.6c), are highlighted in grey.
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five significant rain events per year, such as parts of California, the southwest

United States, and the Mediterranean.

5.6.1 Synthetic test formulation

We use a Monte Carlo-style approach to generate 500,000 instances for different

values of coherence, γ, between 0.2 and 1. Assuming the time between data

acquisitions, dt, is 12 days (appropriate for Sentinel-1 and the upcoming NISAR

missions), each test dataset contains 30 dates to approximate a year-long time

series. For each date, we generate a matrix R1 = [n × 30], where n is the number

of pixels within an averaging window used to downlook the data. R1 is sampled

from a Gaussian distribution N(0, σk) where σk is the standard deviation of the

noise for a corresponding coherence value γk. The standard deviation relates to

interferometric coherence by (Fisher, 1995; Mardia & Jupp, 1999):

σ =
√
−2log(γ). (5.2)

R1 matrix is the input for the first scenario. To generate the input for the

second and third scenarios, R2,3 = [n × 30], we introduce a correlation between

the noise on different dates using the following approach:

R2,3
i = R1

i + Ai, (5.3)

R2,3
i+1 = R1

i+1 + s · Ai (5.4)
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Where i is an arbitrary predefined date between dates 〈1, . . . , 29〉, Ai is a zero-

mean asymmetric noise distribution of the form A(0, σk), σk is the same value as

σk in N(0, σk), and s is a scaling factor that determines the relative magnitude

of the asymmetrically distributed signal in R2,3
i+1. Qualitatively, R2,3

i relates to

the first data acquisition following a rain event, and R2,3
i+1 relates to the second

data acquisition following a rain event, where the ground surface has dried out

somewhat but remains relatively moist.

Each real-valued matrix R is converted to the complex-valued RS LC matrix

by:

RS LC = eim·R (5.5)

where im equals the imaginary number
√
−1. Next, sequential interfero-

grams are formed and spatially averaged over n pixels:

Ii, j =< RS LC
i · RS LC∗

i+1 > (5.6)

where Ii, j is an interferogram formed from a given date pair i and i + 1, and

the data vectors I1 (no rain events), I2 (2 rain events), I3 (5 rain events) are of

dimensions [29 × 1]. These are the data vectors used as input for the time series

inversion.

The time series inversion formulation is a of the following form:

m∗ = (GTG)−1GT I (5.7)
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where m∗ is the inferred model vector (average velocity), and G is a [29 × 1]

design matrix of the form G(i, j, 1) = dti, j.

5.6.2 Synthetic test results

Figure 5.9 shows the synthetic test results estimating the secular rate in a non-

deforming region for three scenarios: no rain events, two rain events in one

year, and five rain events in one year. For each rain event, an asymmetrically

distributed noise source decaying over two data acquisitions is introduced into

a dataset containing zero-mean Gaussian noise. The first scenario (Figure 5.9a)

is equal to the latter dataset (i.e., only zero-mean Gaussian noise), because no

rain events occurred and therefore no asymmetrically distributed soil moisture

signal was introduced. For this scenario, we find that the estimated phase is

unbiased for all values of coherence and all three downlooked averaging win-

dows. The standard deviation of the estimated secular rate does change with

the number of pixels used for downlooking, where more downlooking (i.e., a

greater number of pixels) results in a smaller standard deviation. This is an ex-

pected result, as the mean of Gaussian noise goes to zero when averaging over

a larger number of Gaussian-sampled pixels.

The two-storm and five-storm scenarios (Figure 5.9b-c) reveal biased esti-

mations of the average deformation rate. The value of the maximum bias is dif-

ferent for different averaging window sizes, where larger averaging windows

have a larger maximum bias. The maximum bias occurs at different coherence

values for different averaging window sizes, and this effect is more distinct in

the five-storm scenario. However, the distribution of velocity bias versus co-
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Figure 5.9: Synthetic time series tests quantifying the mean secular rate (lines)
and standard deviation of the secular rate (shaded regions) vs. background co-
herence in the presence of (a) no rain events, (b) two rain events, and (c) five rain
events. The mean rate and standard deviation was estimated for each scenario
using downlooked regions of 9 (pink), 25 (green), and 100 (blue) pixels.

herence becomes more asymmetric with larger averaging windows, mirroring

the increasing asymmetry with averaging window size seen in the triplet phase

closure bias (Figure 5.3a). This asymmetry results in a crossover point between

the different window sizes, at which point larger averaging window sizes pro-

duce a smaller velocity bias than smaller window sizes for increasing coherence

values. For example, the average velocity bias for a 100-pixel window is larger

than a 9-pixel window for coherence values >0.4, but smaller for coherence val-

ues <0.4.

The examples in Figure 5.9 illustrate just one of many possible real-life sce-

narios. Other factors that can affect the magnitude of the velocity bias include

the number of interferograms formed from N-dates (i.e., not just sequential in-

terferograms) and varying the standard deviation of soil moisture-derived noise

in relation to the background, normally distributed noise. The complex rela-

tionships between all of these factors are unique to every study location, SAR

platform, and inversion methodology. However, it remains that soil moisture

can bias estimates of ground surface velocity to a degree that can significantly

impact deformation time series.
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5.7 Discussion

5.7.1 Potential to mitigate soil moisture signal from InSAR data

Thus far, we have explored the impact of soil moisture variability on InSAR

phase via triplet phase closure, VV/VH differences, and coherence. Using syn-

thetic tests, we show that a bias on the order of 0-5 mm/year can be introduced

into InSAR deformation time series. The magnitude of this bias depends on a

number of factors including the number of rain events, downlooking window

size, and average background coherence. If the contribution to the phase from

an increase in soil moisture remains similar over time at individual pixels, we

can solve for this contribution given a set of interferograms that span a range of

wet and dry periods. This would allow the correction of phase bias in individ-

ual interferograms, and subsequently mitigate the impact of phase bias due to

soil moisture variability in InSAR deformation time series. The formulation and

application of this hypothesis is beyond the scope of this study, but it presents a

new and exciting direction of research for the InSAR community.

5.7.2 Regional applicability

We do not expect the approach and analysis carried out in this chapter to be ap-

plicable globally. In dynamic environments where the scattering properties sig-

nificantly and permanently change on timescales that are shorter than the repeat

time of SAR data, non-soil moisture related decorrelation will dominate and at-

tempting to correct for soil moisture will be a moot point. Such environments

include heavily vegetated or active agricultural regions, regularly flooded re-
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gions such as intertidal zones, or regions with active erosion and deposition

such as sand dunes. In addition, vegetation moisture content may not scale

with soil moisture content, introducing an additional unconstrained signal that

may interfere with soil moisture estimates.

However, modestly vegetated regions and fallow agricultural fields are ex-

cellent targets for future study. One important target for such corrections are

regions that experience flooding events related to surface subsidence as well

as a climate change-induced increase in the magnitude and frequency of flood-

ing events. In these regions, the flooding itself can cause extended periods of

heightened soil moisture, which we now know can lead to a larger bias in the

deformation rate estimate as more flooding events occur. Agricultural regions

are also of particular interest, due to the increasing need to monitor surface sub-

sidence due to groundwater withdrawal (e.g., Murray & Lohman, 2018). An

excellent illustration of the bias that can occur in such a region can be found in

Jiang & Lohman (2021).

5.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we take a comprehensive, data-driven approach to characterize

the impact of soil moisture on interferometric phase in the hyper-arid southern

Arabian Peninsula. Soil moisture signals are most easily observed in hyper-arid

regions because of the very low and relatively constant soil moisture between

data acquisitions, the lack of other factors (such as vegetation) that may have

confounding effects, and in our study region, the recent occurrence of storms

that affect some parts of the study area and not others, used for comparison.
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We analyze the impact of soil moisture on two InSAR-derived metrics (co-

herence and triplet phase closure) as well as simultaneously acquired dual-pol

InSAR data, and explore the effect of spatial averaging, if any, on all three of

these products. We find that soil moisture and downlooking affect each metric

differently, but consistently, across different rain events. In addition, we show

preliminary evidence that the magnitude of change for each metric may scale

with absolute soil moisture differences. We also identify and explain the cause

of a phase bias that is present in triplet phase closure and individual interfero-

grams. To constrain the degree to which this bias may impact InSAR time series,

we generate data that simulates the asymmetric distribution of scatterers caused

by soil moisture variation in spatially averaged data. We find that the impact

on InSAR time series estimates of ground velocity for hyper-arid and semi-arid

regions (i.e., zero to five significant rain events per year) is 0-5 mm/yr.

Because coherence, triplet phase closure, and VV/VH differences are im-

pacted by soil moisture to different degrees, they can potentially support em-

pirical corrections to the interferometric phase that will improve the quality of

InSAR-based ground deformation time series analyses. However, applying this

type of correction in non-hyper arid environments comes with caveats. First,

it is not applicable in dynamic and heavily vegetated environments where the

ground surface properties change significantly between data acquisitions. For

regions that do have relatively consistent coherence but more soil moisture vari-

ability, validation will depend, in part, on the assumption that the adjacent im-

pervious surfaces (roads, parking lots, etc.) will not be affected by soil moisture

variability and should both serve as the control for any corrections and allow for

differentiation of the soil moisture effects on the phase from other contributions,

such as variations in tropospheric water vapor and ground deformation.
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InSAR data is used to constrain a wide range of deformation signals, all of

which are impacted by variable surface and land cover conditions. And, as

other obstacles that inhibit both the accuracy and range of InSAR studies are

mitigated with better data and more sophisticated processing techniques, there

is a growing appreciation for signals such as soil moisture that have yet to be

characterized and mitigated. In addition, human-induced groundwater deple-

tion and climate change-related shifts in global rain events further compounds

ground deformation and soil moisture-related signals. This work provides basic

but vital observations that can give insight into the contribution of soil moisture

to interferometric phase, and act as a foundation for future efforts to mitigate

soil moisture bias in InSAR studies of ground deformation.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUDING REMARKS

With the increasing need for automated processing workflows for real-time

hazard monitoring, the ever-growing catalog of remote sensing data, and more

complex modeling techniques, it is more important than ever to challenge and

test the assumptions that go into InSAR data analysis. Below are some consid-

erations and recommendations based on the knowledge and experience gained

over the course of my PhD, followed by a discussion of the role and responsi-

bility my research holds within greater scientific community.

With the rapid expansion of an already extensive SAR catalog, it has become

apparent that we need to work towards a more integrated understanding of

the impact of soil moisture on all aspects of SAR data, including phase, mag-

nitude, polarity, downlooking, filtering, and coherence. This dissertation pro-

vides a set of unique, minimalist, and integrated approaches that are founded

upon data- and observation-driven methods. These approaches are positioned

between filtering-based methods that account for noise and do not characterize

the quality or source(s) of the noise in InSAR data, and purely theoretical meth-

ods that model the physics of SAR signal interactions with scatterers of different

properties using only synthetic data. Our data- and observation-driven frame-

work diversifies the suite of approaches that can be used to tackle the challenges

that the InSAR community faces, thereby strengthening InSAR results and fur-

thering our understanding of InSAR phase contributions.

Integrating disparate data types has significant potential to improve our abil-

ity to make basic observations such as displacement/strain rates (e.g., improv-

ing InSAR-based displacement time series) and so gain a deeper understanding
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of earth processes. Effective platforms that are data-integrated, cloud-based,

and multi-scale will play a key role in our ability to create these products. I

found that Google Earth Engine (GEE) provides an excellent environment in

which to integrate and compare independent remote sensing products. GEE

and similar platforms help scientists circumvent what is often one of the most

time-consuming aspects of research: gathering, loading, and pre-processing

multiple datasets. In addition, GEE provides the processing power and storage

space that would otherwise push the limits of most local computing systems.

However, it is also important to consider the inherent limitations of these plat-

forms. For example, the datasets available in GEE are necessarily curated, and

data is always provided in geo-referenced coordinates and therefore have been

resampled from the native coordinate system. Thus, careful attention and criti-

cal review should be paid to all datasets that are integrated into a model or used

for comparison.

In early 2023, the NASA-ISO SAR mission (NISAR) is set to launch. NISAR

is a dual polarization L-band system that will have a repeat time of 12 days in

most locations. Within the first month of NISAR data acquisition, it will pro-

duce more data volume than all other previous NASA missions combined, with

a rate of ∼85 TB per day. With this amount of data, creating unbiased and ac-

curate automated processing methods is a major challenge that the InSAR com-

munity will face. Since much of the research presented in this dissertation fo-

cuses on specific regions or environments, an important consideration is how

and when to integrate different error mitigation strategies into automated In-

SAR processing frameworks for region-wide, nation-wide, and global products.

Some questions for the greater InSAR community to consider are: 1) Will it be

more advantageous to include a variety of corrections that may only apply in
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specific circumstances, resulting in a more unwieldy or complicated algorithm?

2) What are the unintended consequences for applying the same algorithm to

all land cover and surface property types? Or conversely, what are the pitfalls

of applying “patchwork” algorithms to different land cover or surface types?

3) How and when should independent datasets, such as land cover change

and soil moisture observations, be integrated into InSAR frameworks? 4) How

should products of this type be reported to ensure accountability and trans-

parency? These questions, and many more, will need careful consideration as

the community moves towards creating accessible and consistent InSAR-based

science products.

Finally, much of this thesis focused on the real time monitoring possibili-

ties of InSAR data, where ground deformation measurements derived from In-

SAR data can be used to capture precursory signals prior to large, catastrophic

events. Of equal importance is the use of InSAR data to constrain long term and

continuously deforming signals. The results of this type of study can be equally

impacted by the errors and systematic biases discussed in this thesis, and may

be more difficult to identify as this would require revisiting published analysis

and identifying if and to what degree the results are biased. For example, InSAR

provides key constraints on the creep rate of sections of the San Andreas Fault.

However, the material on either side of the San Andreas is different, and a por-

tion of the signal detected by InSAR could be related to the different interaction

of soil moisture with these different materials. Many geologists and paleoseis-

mologists use the creep rate constrained by InSAR data to inform their research,

highlighting the importance of an accurate measurement. The propagation of

biased results into future studies and the greater disciplinary paradigm poses

a threat to our understanding of earth systems, yet it is unclear who has the
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responsibility of identifying and revisiting such studies. In addition, it is a

time consuming and potentially unrewarding process that can incite negative

reactions. Regardless of the reactions, science progresses by developing ever-

more accurate means of understanding and representing reality. In light of this

greater context, scientists on both sides must work to overcome the discomfort

that often accompanies progress.
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APPENDIX A

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 2: AVAILABLE

FOREST DISTURBANCE DATASETS AND DEMS WITHIN OREGON

A.1 DEMs

Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are used to remove elevation-dependent sig-

nals in an interferogram. Variations in tree height (both spatial and temporal),

which are associated with a corresponding change in the radar scattering phase

center height, can introduce spurious signals if they are not well-characterized

by the DEM used in processing. We intercompare all available DEMs in the

study area near Eugene, OR to assess their variability and differences. We

considered the following DEMs: ASTER GDEM (Tachikawa et al., 2011), NED

(Gesch et al., 2002), first and last return Lidar DEMs (Oregon DOGAMI Lidar

DEM, 2018), and C-band and X-band SRTM DEMs (Farr et al., 2007).

A cross section comparing each of these DEMs is shown in Figure A.1. The

ASTER DEM is the most deviant and contains the most scatter. This is unfortu-

nate, as Aster DEMs are generated not only over multi-year periods, but are also

generated with every Aster image acquisition, such that the most recent Aster

DEM could be used for every interferogram generated, bypassing the need for a

DEM error correction. When the Aster DEM is used to process an interferogram,

we find that, as expected, the resulting interferogram contains fewer DEM er-

rors, but the significantly larger variability introduces a large amount of noise

that greatly degrades the quality of the interferogram (Fig. A.2). SRTM is the

most common DEM used in InSAR processing and agrees well with the Lidar

data in unforested regions (e.g., between 1250-2000m along the cross section in
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Figure A.1: Cross section in SW Oregon reveals significantly different results for
the 6 DEMs shown: ASTER GDEM (2000-2009), Lidar (2015), NED (1975), and
SRTM C-band and X-band (2000). Pink shading indicates a region that was de-
forested in 2007. Note the ∼20m difference in height within the pink shaded re-
gion between DEMs that pre-date the deforestation event (black, red) and those
that post-date or are bare-earth (blue, brown, green, purple).

Fig. A.1). The X-band SRTM DEM contains more scatter than the C-band DEM,

but it is unclear whether this is due to a wavelength-based effect (average scat-

tering height of X-band is higher than C-band), noise, or a combination of both.

Ultimately, we chose to process the interferograms in this study using a bare-

earth Lidar-based DEM such that the presence of trees results in an additional,

unmodelled contribution to the phase. Although this results in a greater num-

ber of DEM errors, interferograms processed with a non-bare-earth DEM (i.e.,

includes a contribution from vegetation) would result in more complex spatial

and temporal relationships between the phase in logged and cleared areas.
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Figure A.2: ALOS-1 interferogram spanning 46 days between 07/13/2007 -
08/28/2007. Perpendicular baseline between the two SAR acquisitions is 331m.

A.2 Forest disturbance datasets

A.2.1 Optically-derived datasets

We assessed the utility and accuracy of two tree loss datasets for use in this

study: Goward et al. (2008); Hansen et al. (2013). Goward et al. (2008) data

covers the contiguous US, and consists of the first and last (if applicable) year of

forest disturbance experienced in a 30x30m pixel using Landsat data from 1970-

2010. Forest disturbance is statistically calculated using methods outlined in

Huang et al. (2010). On the other hand, Hansen et al. (2013) reports only “stand

replacing” disturbances, which is defined as the removal of all tree cover within

a 30x30m pixel, between 2001-2020.

We compared these two datasets between 2001-2007, and their difference

within this date range is shown in Fig. A.3. In general, Hansen et al. (2013) and

Goward et al. (2008) identify tree loss in the same locations, however Hansen
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et al. (2013) often identifies loss 1-2 years prior to Goward et al. (2008) (light

blue). Based on visual inspection of Landsat data in several of these areas, we

find that Hansen et al. (2013) correctly identifies the year of tree loss. Within

these regions, the discrepancy between these two datasets does not exceed 2

years. Pixels identified as having tree loss in one dataset and not the other often

occur at the boundaries of cleared regions, which can be used as a proxy for

the uncertainty in these datasets. Tree loss in one and not the other dataset

also occurs in larger, discrete regions. In these cases, this is because tree loss is

identified within 1-2 years of the other dataset, lying outside the date range of

2001-2007.

Based on this analysis, we determined that the Hansen et al. (2013) dataset

more accurately reported tree loss year. As a result we use the Hansen et al.

(2013) dataset when we apply our analysis to real data in Chapter 2 of this work.

A.2.2 SAR-derived datasets

Like optical data, SAR data is also sensitive to vegetation structure. Recent

SAR satellites collect dual-polarization data, where the signal is transmitted at

one polarization (usually horizontal or vertical) and the backscattered energy is

recorded in both the same polarization (co-polarized) and the 90° polarization

(cross-polarized) to the initial signal. The ratio of co- to cross-polarized return

correlates strongly with the existence, density, and structure of vegetation (e.g.,

Le Toan et al., 1989; Kellndorfer et al., 2019) (Fig. A.4).

Currently, neither a national nor global SAR-based forest disturbance dataset

exists. This is likely due to the relatively recent advent of global, consistent
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Figure A.3: (a) Map of the PNW. Pink box indicates the location of (b) and (c).
(b) Sample region showing the difference between Goward et al. (2008) and
Hansen et al. (2013) tree loss datasets between 2001-2007. Grey pixels are out-
side the 2001-2007 date range, and white pixels indicate agreement between the
two datasets. Light blue shows where Hansen et al. (2013) identifies tree loss
1-2 years prior to Goward et al. (2008), and light red shows where Goward et al.
(2008) identifies tree loss 1-2 years before it is identified by Hansen et al. (2013).
Dark red and blue pixels either fall outside the 2001-2007 date range in one of
the two datasets, or are not identified as a region containing tree loss. Yellow
circles indicate the location of the time series shown in (c). (c) Optical image
showing the same region as (b) overlain by two time series showing the Land-
sat NDVI data for the indicated pixel (line) and the year of forest disturbance as
reported by Hansen et al. (2013) (green bar) and Goward et al. (2008) (blue bar).

SAR satellites, particularly compared to optical missions such as the Landsat

program which has been collecting continuous and compatible data since the

1970s. However, SAR data has several notable advantages over optical imag-

ing methods. Because SAR operates at microwave frequencies, SAR signals can

penetrate cloud cover. Moreover, and since it does not rely on the sun for illumi-

nation, SAR does not require daytime light conditions. The additional imagery

available through SAR may allow for the detection of change at a higher tempo-

ral resolution than the annual resolution produced for the optical Hansen et al.
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Figure A.4: Example of SAR-detected change in Burkina Faso in a range of en-
vironments, modified from Kellndorfer et al. (2019). Center panels illustrate
temporal variability of co- (red) and cross-polarized (blue) SAR backscatter cov-
ering two years from April, 2015 to April, 2017.

(2013) dataset, allowing for faster identification of areas of tree loss. This is par-

ticularly true for regions such as the Pacific Northwest, where frequent cloud

cover hampers the use of optical imagery alone. Moving forward, a joint SAR

and optical forest disturbance database could leverage the advantages of both

datasets and provide a more accurate product with higher temporal and spatial

resolution than the optical product alone. This is an active area of research, and

recent works such as Reiche et al. (2021); Hirschmugl et al. (2020) have made

progress towards this goal.
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APPENDIX B

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 4: OVERVIEW OF

AVAILABLE REMOTE SENSING AND DATA ASSIMILATION SOIL

MOISTURE PRODUCTS

B.1 Introduction

This appendix contains detailed information about each of the soil moisture

datasets analyzed in Chapter 4. Table B.1 summarizes the specifications for each

dataset. In general, we made our best effort to use the product level and version

that is least-filtered or resampled and is closest to the native resolution of the

given dataset. For products that report soil moisture at multiple depths (e.g.,

surface, sub-surface, root zone), we choose the product surface soil moisture

product. Products that report soil moisture at subsurface depths are simply fil-

tered surface soil moisture products, generated by empirically relating the sur-

face soil moisture measurements to a model of water transport and storage in

the subsurface. Because we perform no such analysis on the coherence data,

the surface soil moisture data is often the most comparable. Thus, we choose

the surface soil moisture product when the option is given. Irregularly gridded

datasets are interpolated onto a regular grid that most closely matches the reso-

lution of the original product, and datasets that contained multiple daily obser-

vations were averaged to 1 daily measurement. Below, we discuss the specific

pre-processing and processing steps applied to each dataset.
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B.2 Passive Microwave datasets

The three passive microwave datasets used in this study are derived from

SMAP, SMOS, and AMSR2 data. The L2 SMAP product provides soil mois-

ture estimates using vertically, horizontally, or dual polarized surface brightness

measurements. We chose to use only the vertically polarized measurement, as

it is the default and most commonly used option. The SMAP data contained a

significant seasonal signal, which we removed by removing a smoothed spline

function that was fit to the data, excluding outliers (i.e., rain events). Only one

soil moisture variable was available for the SMOS L2 product. The AMSR2

product contained three soil moisture variables: X-band, C1-band, and C2-band.

These variables contained similar values and were averaged to obtain a soil

moisture estimate. The SMOS and AMSR2 data do not contain a significant sea-

sonal signal, and were not detrended. The SMAP and SMOS data (referenced

to the EASE-grid and Discrete Global Grid, respectively) were interpolated onto

a regularly spaced grid, and all three passive datasets were averaged to 1 soil

moisture estimate per day.

B.3 Active Microwave datasets

The active microwave datasets used in this study are derived from Sentinel-

1 (SAR) coherence and amplitude, ASCAT, and CYGNSS data. The SAR

coherence-derived dataset is discussed in Chapter 3. The SAR amplitude-

derived dataset was calculated by the author of this study, but follows the pre-

liminary procedure laid out by the CGLOPS SAR amplitude-derived soil mois-

ture product. We were unable to use CGLOPS data itself, as it was not yet avail-
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able over the region and time period of this study. We derive the amplitude-

based product using the VV-polarized GRD product available for use by Google

Earth Engine. The data is first masked to remove extreme outliers (5 dB > am-

plitude > -25 dB) and then filtered using a Gaussian kernel with a half-energy-

width = 1 km. The 90th and 10th percentile backscatter amplitude values (in

dB) at a given pixel are interpreted as the wet and dry reference values, respec-

tively, for that pixel and are linearly extrapolated to equal 100% and 0% surface

soil moisture, respectively.

The ASCAT H14 product assimilates data from both Metop ASCAT-A and -B

satellites, and provides daily global soil moisture estimates. We chose to use the

“Swi1” soil moisture variable which estimates surface soil moisture between 0-7

cm. For CYGNSS, we chose to use the “SM daily” (rather than “SM subdaily)

soil moisture product. Both the ASCAT and CYGNSS datasets were interpolated

onto a regular grid.

B.4 Optical datasets

The optical datasets used in this study are both derived from Sentinel-2 data.

For clarity, Sentinel-1A/B are two identical radar satellites that use a single

microwave bandwidth, whereas Sentinel-2A/B are two identical passively-

observing satellites that acquire data at several optical and infrared bands. Both

the data access and analysis was done using GEE (Google Earth Engine). Be-

cause optical and infrared bands are sensitive to cloud cover, the data was

first filtered to remove scenes with >15% cloud cover. We use the methods of

McFeeters (1996) and Ghulam et al. (2007), to calculate values for NDWI and
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PDI, respectively. NDWI is the normalized difference between B3 (green) and

B8 (NIR):

NDWI =
B3 − B8
B3 + B8

(B.1)

PDI is defined as the following:

PDI =
√

(M2 + 1) · (B4 + M · B8) (B.2)

Where B4 is the red band, and M is the slope of the best fit line of B4 vs. B8.

B.5 Assimilation datasets

The assimilation datasets used in this study are the Sentinel/SMAP, GLDAS,

and SMOPS products. As the name implies, the Sentinel/SMAP prod-

uct combines Sentinel-1 amplitude and SMAP data. We chose to use the

“soil moisture 1km” product, which is referenced to the EASE-grid and com-

bines both morning and evening SMAP observations, and interpolate it onto a

regular grid. The SMOPS combines the following datasets:

• ASCAT

• SMOS

• WindSat

• AMSR2

• AMSR-E (predecessor of AMSR2)
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• SMAP

• GMI (GPM (Ground Precipitation Measurement) Microwave Imager)

Each soil moisture product is provided as a separate variable, and the com-

bined product, which we use, is “Blended SM”. GLDAS combines the following

datasets:

• GDAS (Global Data Assimilation System, weather monitoring model)

• GOES-5 (Goddard Earth Observing System Model, weather monitoring

model)

• ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts,

weather monitoring model)

• The Princeton Global Meteorological Forcing Dataset (weather monitoring

model)

• Disaggregated CMAP Precipitation (merged satellite/gauge data)

• AFWA LDAS (Air Force Weather Agency Land Data Assimilation System,

merged satellite/model)

• GPCP (Global Precipitation Climatology Project, merged satellite/gauge)

• NOAA/CPC CMORPH Precipitation (National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration/Climate Prediction Center Morphing Technique, merged

satellite)

• TRMM Precipitation (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission, merged

ground truth/satellite)

• Naval Research Laboratory Precipitation
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• PERSIANN Precipitation (Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed

Information using Artificial Neural Networks)

For consistency with other products, we use the “SoilMoist S tavg” variable

(soil moisture between 0-5 cm), which estimates surface soil moisture. Also

available were root zone and profile soil moisture products. Neither the SMOPS

nor GLDAS datasets were regridded.
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Table C.1: Sentinel-1 acquisition dates for the three tracks (T101, T28, and T130)
examined in this study. Star indicates dates that were excluded.

T101 T28 T130
20170318 20170205 20170107
20170330 20170217 20170119
20170411 20170301 20170131
20170423 20170313 20170212
20170505 20170325* 20170224
20170517 20170406 20170308
20170529 20170418 20170320
20170610 20170430 20170401
20170622 20170512 20170413
20170704 20170524 20170425
20170716 20170605 20170507
20170728 20170629 20170519
20170809 20170711 20170531
20170821 20170723 20170612
20170902 20170804 20170624
20170914 20170816 20170706
20170926 20170828 20170718
20171008 20170909 20170730
20171020 20170921 20170811
20171101 20171003 20170823
20171113 20171015 20170904
20171125 20171027 20170916
20171207 20171108 20170928
20171219 20171120 20171010
20171231 20171202 20171022
20180112 20171214 20171103
20180124 20171226 20171115
20180205 20180107 20171127
20180217 20180119 20171209
20180301 20180131 20171221
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T101, cont. T28, cont. T130, cont.
20180313 20180212 20180102
20180325 20180224 20180114
20180406 20180308 20180126
20180418 20180320 20180207
20180430 20180401 20180219
20180512 20180413 20180303
20180524* 20180425 20180315
20180605 20180507 20180327
20180617 20180519 20180408
20180711 20180531 20180420
20180723 20180612 20180502
20180804 20180624 20180514
20180816 20180706 20180526
20180828 20180718 20180607
20180909 20180730 20180619
20180921 20180811 20180701
20181003 20180823 20180713
20181015 20180904 20180725
20181027 20180916 20180806
20181108 20180928 20180818
20181120 20181010 20180830
20181202 20181022 20180911
20181214 20181103 20180923
20181226 20181115 20181005
20190107 20181127 20181017
20190119 20181209 20181029
20190131 20181221 20181110
20190212 20190102 20181122
20190224 20190114 20181204

20190126 20181216
20181228
20190109
20190121
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Figure C.1: (a) Optical imagery (Landsat 7, USGS, 2018) of the southeast Ara-
bian Peninsula, overlain by contours of total precipitation due to Cyclone Luban
(GSMAP, Okamoto et al., 2005). The dotted orange line delineates the boundary
between two units with differing surface properties: sand dunes to the north
and tertiary sediment to the south (modified from Stewart, 2015). (b) The soil
moisture index (Section 2.2) within frame T28 for October 17th, 2018, with re-
gions that are continuously low-coherence (oceans, sand dunes) masked out
(beige). The transition from white (interpreted as dry) to dark blue (interpreted
as wet) marks the edge of rainfall during Cyclone Luban (October 13th - 15th,
2018).
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Figure C.2: Each panel shows the first data acquired after Cyclone Luban (the
October event), labeled by the sensor name or model type. Datasets with the
same units are shown on the same color scale. White outlines show the three
SAR frames focused on in this study. The red cross in panels (a), (d), (e), (f),
(g), (h), (k), and (l) indicate the location of the time series shown in Figure 4.
The Sentinel/SMAP panel (c) does not contain data because it has yet to be
processed.
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Figure C.3: Coherence-derived soil moisture for frame T130 two days post-
storm, following: (a) Cyclone Mekunu, (b) Cyclone Luban, and (c) a local rain
event in November of 2018, and (d) Cyclone Luban, with pixels with character-
istic timescales greater than 30 days masked out.
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Figure C.4: (a) Coherence-derived soil moisture ten days after Cyclone Mekunu,
in the overlap region between frames T28 and T130. Circles differentiated
by color indicate the location of the time series shown in (b) - (g). (b) - (g)
Coherence-derived soil moisture data (circles), exponential fit (black line), and
fit uncertainty (grey regions) following Cyclone Mekunu, the timing of which is
indicated by the vertical blue bar. (h) - (s) InSAR coherence for all possible inter-
ferometric pairs for each pixel in (b)-(g). Each row corresponds to the adjacent
time series plot. The first and second columns show the coherence for T28 and
T130, respectively. Vertical dotted lines indicate the time range of (b). The data
from a dune crest shown in (b) was not fit with an exponential function because
the background coherence value fell below the 0.3 threshold. Note that, as ex-
pected, the model of an exponential decay for the flooded region in (g) is not a
good representation of the physical processes governing coherence at that site.
We only interpret values at locations where the permanent change in coherence
is low.
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Figure C.5: (a) elevation, (b) slope, and (c) surface geology for the study region.
The surface geology units Pollastro et al. (1999) are: eolian Quaternary (Qe),
fluvial Quaternary (Qf), sahbka Quaternary (Qsk), volcanic Quaternary (Qv),
Quaternary Tertiary (QT), Tertiary (T), Cretaceous (K), Paleozoic Precambrian
(PzpC), Paleozoic (Pz).
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Figure C.6: (a) Coherence-derived soil moisture four days after Cyclone
Mekunu. The location of the time series in (b) is indicated by a red circle. (b)
Coherence-derived (black), SMAP (pink), ASCAT (purple), and GLDAS (green)
soil moisture retrievals at the point indicated in (a). Blue vertical line shows the
timing of Cyclone Mekunu.
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